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Editorial
Dear Reader,

course Yahweh proclaimed he would cause His
flock to be removed from the Edomite false
shepherds.

The Valley of Dry Bones
Ezekiel 37:1-14

Many Governments have been taken or are being
taken to court, some have been successful such
as Denmark, while others have chosen to ignore
the ruling against them such as The Netherlands
and Germany. There are still further lawsuits
pending consequential to the huge death toll and
adverse reactions to the covid “Vaccine” in
Europe, the USA and other countries.

Readers of this magazine will be familiar with
Ezekiel’s prophecy of the valley of dry bones
which is a parable of Israel in the latter days,
living in debt slavery, as a consequence of
allowing the Edomites to take control of their
affairs.
However, the prophecy foretold that the bones
would put on sinews and flesh and rise up again,
representing Israel coming to its senses in the
latter days. There are signs that this is coming to
pass in our day. In many western countries
people are pushing back against the draconian
unlawful covid regulations. Interestingly, the
resistance is from outside the church, which
remains mostly silent on the matter. No wonder
people are leaving the church in droves. Of

Italy has just recently made vaccination
compulsory, hence sowing the seeds for civil war
in that country. In order to fool the populace in
taking it, it is reported that possibly sixty percent
are saline solution, so they won’t be adversely
affected which will encourage others to take it,
if one is not caught with the first shot, the
likelihood is that they will on the second or third
shot.
With the Enemy’s iron grip on the media, most
do not hear about the good news, however, the
trickle at the moment will become a torrent!
Yahweh be praised for the Internet, which is
allowing those of his awakened people to see the
larger picture!!!
The Editor
editor@newensign.com
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The Exclusive Covenants (Part 3)
Of Covenant Theology: Documenting the Bible’s Commandment of Racial Segregation

By
Pastor Eli James
Part 2: Word
Studies Proving
Racial Segregation Is Commanded By
Yahweh

The other races are referred to by their national
names in Scripture.
When the Bible speaks of “Adam” as either
individuals or collectively, it means White
people only.

The Bible is written to, by, for and about the
descendants of Adam and Eve, exclusively. It
HE WORD STUDY METHOD is a moral instruction manual for the Adamic
PROVES that the Israelites of the Bible species. It is only from this species that the
are exclusively White and that they Must Chosen People can come.
Segregate Themselves from All Other People.
TOLEDAW
AWDAWM
Gen. 6:9. The King James Version reads as
It must be understood that the Hebrew word, follows: “These are the generations of Noah:
‘Awdawm,’ means, “to show blood in the face.” Noah was a just man, perfect in his generations.” In Gen. 6:9, where Noah is described as
Strong's #119: 'adam (pronounced aw-dam') to being “perfect in his generations,” the word
show blood (in the face), i.e. flush or turn ‘generations’ comes from the Hebrew toledaw,
rosy:--be (dyed, made) red (ruddy). - Bible which means “descent.” There is only one
possible meaning here: Noah was pure in his
tools.org
genealogy, his RACIAL DESCENT from
To show blood (in the face), i.e. flush or turn Adam.
rosy -- be (dyed, made) red (ruddy). – Strong’s
Gen. 5:1 “This is the book of the generations
#119, from Biblos.com
(toledaw, family tree, descendants of) Adam.
119 'adam aw-dam' to show blood (in the In the day that God created Adamkind, in the
face), i.e. flush or turn rosy:--be (dyed, made) likeness of God (elohim) made He him.”
red (ruddy).
DNA is like a computer program. Any geneti120 'adam aw-dawm' from ''adam' (119); cist will tell you that mutations invariably cause
ruddy i.e. a human being (an individual or the disease and death. DNA is exclusive to every
species, mankind, etc.):--X another, + hypocrite, species. DNA replicates its own kind and none
+ common sort, X low, man (mean, of low other. Wheat seed produces wheat. Corn seed
produces corn. Adamic seed produces more
degree), person.
Adamites. Negro seed produces more Negroes.
121 'Adam aw-dawm' the same as ''adam' Oriental seed produces more Orientals. That’s
(120); Adam the name of the first man, also of how it works. Every scientist knows this. Only
when somebody messes with the genetic proa place in Palestine:--Adam. - John Hurt,
gramming is there a different result.
The Bible distorters always give false definitions
of this word. The usual false definition is that it
Racial Evidence of Noah’s Flood
means “mankind,” in the sense of all biped races.
Or they say that it means “red earth.” But dirt Gen. 6:2. “The sons of God (ben elohim) saw
doesn’t turn rosy, neither do the other races. the daughters of men (Adam) that they were fair
Only the White Race shows blood in the face. (white-skinned); and they took them wives…”

T
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Gen. 6:9. “These are the generations of Noah:
Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations.” Purely Adamic in his descent. Toledaw
means descent, genealogy, offspring.
Noah’s Flood was NOT global. The deluge
(rainfall) was global, but the Flood of Noah was
local. Surely, there was flooding elsewhere, but
the bible is not concerned with elsewhere. It is
concerned with the direct offspring of Adam
and Eve. (Gen. 5:1.) The Hebrew word, erets,
means “Land, country, territory.” Only rarely
does it refer to the entire planet. The context
must be carefully considered when choosing a
global definition.
The Book of Jasher states that the sin committed by the Adamites was race-mixing (Jasher
4:18), that Noah chose three pure-blooded
daughters of Methuselah as wives for his perfect
sons (Jash. 4:35), and that some of the Nephilim
escaped the Flood (Jash. 5:25). Josephus reports that belief in a global flood was by no
means unanimous in his day.

ly the “Man-Noah” and Utnapishtim is the
Ut-Noah-Pishtim of the Epic of Gilgamesh.
This Epic was written by Gilgamesh.
It is the record of Gilgamesh’s visit to Noah
after the Deluge. It is an interview of Noah by
Gilgamesh. As many theologians are archeologists have stated, most of the world’s civilizations survived unscathed by Noah’s Flood.
The civilization of Egypt was not even affected
by it, as the dynasties before and after the Flood
(circa 2345 BC) show no sign of interruption.
Here is how Bertrand Comparet assessed the
situation:
Among the many mistaken and unScriptural
notions commonly taught in nearly all churches
is the idea that the "flood", mentioned in the
Bible, covered all the earth and drowned everybody on earth excepting only Noah and his
family who escaped death by being in the Ark.
Some churches have firmly insisted that the
Bible says this, when there is ample proof that
the "flood" was not world wide.
With this teaching the churches have destroyed
the faith of multitudes of people in the Bible.
They have made atheists or agnostics out of
hundreds of thousands of people who might
have become Christians if they had only been
taught the truth about the Bible.

He quotes Berosus, a descendant of Arphaxad,
and others, which argue that Noah’s flood was
local in character. Josephus quotes Nicolaus of
Damascus as saying,
There is a great mountain in Armenia, over
Minya, called Baris, upon which it is reported
that many who fled at the time of the Deluge
were saved; and that one who was carried in
an ark came on shore on top of it; and that the
remains of the timber were a great while preserved.”
So, “many fled” but Noah was preserved in an
ark. This is exactly what Jasher reports.
Incidentally, Ma-Nu in the Rig Veda is obvious-

Part of this mistaken idea about the "flood" is
due to the many mistranslations found in the
commonly used King James version of the Bible.
Also, part of it appears plainly to be false if you
merely carefully read even the King James
version. Let's have a look at it.
In Genesis chapter 6, we read that God found
the people so corrupt that He regretted that He
had ever created them, so He decided to wipe
them out by a flood. He warned righteous Noah
of the coming flood and told Noah to build a
great boat, or ark, in which he and his family
might find safety and where they might preserve
a few of each kind of the animals from that area.
In Chapter 7, it tells how Noah received the
final warning that the time was now at hand and
he should move into the art. Then it says,
according to the King James version, "And it
came to pass after seven days, that the waters
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of the flood were upon the earth.
Now, first let us see what the translators have
done to what Moses originally wrote. You
remember that the King James version says that
the rain was upon "the earth" and the waters
increased greatly upon "the earth": and that
"all flesh died that moved upon the earth"?
Remember that in Genesis 4:14, when God has
driven Cain away in punishment for his murder
of Abel, the King James version quotes Cain as
saying, "Behold, Thou hast driven me out this
day from the face of the earth." So what did
Cain do, climb into his rocket ship and take off
for outer space? Of course not!! He was not
driven from the face of "the earth", and he never
said so, only the translators said so.
The word Cain used was "ad-aw-maw" meaning
"the ground": God had told him that his farming
would no longer be successful, so Cain said
"Thou hast driven me off of the ground." (You
have probably noticed that Cain's descendants
today are not farmers. They run pawnshops and
other money lending institutions.)
When we come to Genesis 7, where it is talking
about the "flood", wherever it says that the flood
covered "the earth", the Hebrew word used in
the original writing by Moses was "eh-rets",
meaning "the land". The flood did cover the
particular land where it occurred. That is, it
was a local flood which covered one particular
region or land, not the whole earth.

Again, notice that it specifies that "15 cubits
upward did the waters prevail; and the mountains were covered." In ancient times two
different lengths of the cubit were in use, the
sacred cubit of 25 inches and the common cubit
of 20-5/8 inches. Therefore, the waters rose
above the tops of the mountains it is speaking
of by either 25 feet 9 inches or 31 feet 3 inches
according to which cubit you use.
If this meant that all the mountains on earth
were covered, the waters would have to cover
Mount Everest, which is nearly six miles high,
therefore, all the earth would be covered by
water six miles deep. In that case, where could
it have run off to when the flood subsided? No,
I don't mean that the Bible was that badly
mistaken, only the translators made this mistake.
The translators took the Hebrew word "eh-rets"
which means "that land" and mistranslated it
to mean the whole world. Therefore, the Bible
is correct in stating that the Flood covered only
"eh-rets", "that land". The translators are
wrong when they change the meaning of what
Moses really wrote in Genesis 7, and say that
the flood covered all "the earth". – Bertrand
Comparet, “Noah’s Flood Was Not Worldwide.”
Gen. 7:20: Fifteen cubits, and the mountains
were covered. (Heb. Har, meaning a mountain
or a range of hills.) The idea that all races
suddenly sprang from Noah’s three sons is both
biblically and scientifically false. Those denominations who teach this are actually teaching a
form of rapid evolution, for which there is no
evidence in Scripture.
Gen. 7:14 specifies that Noah should only
accept pure-blooded species into his ark. Why
would Yahweh make such a specification if He
wanted the descendants to be variegated offspring? That would make no sense at all! But
myth and dogma do not need to make sense.
Make-believe, passed off as theology, must be
believed, however, despite the lack of evidence.

BERITH (COVENANT)
Definition of the term ‘covenant’. Strong’s
Hebrew #1285, Berith (in the sense of cutting,
cut a covenant, cut a deal) – a
compact..confederacy, covenant, league.
( Page 5 )
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Strong’s Greek #1242, diatheke, a disposition,
contract, covenant, testament.

thee in their generations.” No other nation has
ever kept these covenants and no other nation
has ever been a party to these covenants.

Dictionary Definition:
1. A binding and solemn agreement by
two or more persons, parties, etc., to do or
keep from doing some specified thing; a
contract; compact.
2. In theology, the promises of God to man,
usually carrying with them to be fulfilled by
man, as recorded in the Bible. - HERE
An example of distortion: HERE
Gen. 17:4: As for me, behold, MY COVENANT is with thee, and thou shalt be a father
of many NATIONS.” It does not say ALL
nations. Those “many” are, specifically, the
Caucasian people and the specific nations we
have founded.
Now, let’s take a look at the verses immediately
following verse 4:
“Neither shall thy name any more be called
Abram, but thy name shall be Abraham: for a
father of many nations have I made thee. And
I will make thee exceedingly fruitful, and I will
make nations of thee, and kings shall come out
of thee.
And I will establish my covenant between me
and thee and THY SEED AFTER THEE IN
THEIR GENERATIONS [which means only
those direct descendants who are to come from
the lineage AFTER HIM] for an everlasting
Covenant.”
These verses guarantee that the Covenants made
with Abraham will apply to his POSTERITY,
his direct descendants and to NO ONE
ELSE…FOREVER.
Make no mistake about it: The other races and
even the other Adamic tribes were already in
existence. Nevertheless, the Covenants made
with Abraham concern only his posterity and
no one else. That’s how exclusive this Covenant is! Let’s prove it.

Gen. 17:19-21. Ishmael blessed, but only Isaac
is covenanted. And Abraham said unto God, O
that Ishmael might live before thee! And God
said, Sarah thy wife shall bear thee a son
indeed; and thou shalt call his name Isaac:
and I will establish my covenant with him for
an everlasting covenant, and with his seed
after him. And as for Ishmael, I have heard
thee: Behold, I have blessed him, and will make
him fruitful, and will multiply him exceedingly;
twelve princes shall he beget, and I will make
him a great nation. But my covenant will I
establish with Isaac, which Sarah shall bear
unto thee at this set time in the next year.
Gen. 28: 10-15. Covenant renewed with Jacob
and his descendants.
From these verses, it is absolutely clear that we
are talking exclusively about Abraham and his
DIRECT DESCENDANTS, who came after
him in pure genealogical fashion. All others are
excluded and cannot partake of this Covenant
relationship with Yahweh. It is based purely on
direct descent. It is a bloodline, period. Only
the direct posterity of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
are parties to these Covenants.
To be sure, All Other People Are Excluded
from This Covenant Relationship. Now, at
Verse 13, we are informed that this Covenant is
an exclusively racial covenant:
“He that is born IN THY HOUSE, and he that
is bought with thy money, must needs be circumcised: and my covenant shall BE IN YOUR
FLESH (racial DNA) for an everlasting Covenant.”

Yahweh repeats this promise at verse 9: “And
God said unto Abraham, Thou shalt keep my
covenant, therefore, thou, and thy SEED after
( Page 6 )
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Old Testament
“Word for Word” Deuteronomy Part 20
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
9. And spoke Mosheh and the priests of the
Lewiyim to all Yis'rael, saying, "Take heed 5535,
and listen, O Yis'rael; this day you have become
the People of Yahweh Eloheycha.
10. You shall listen to the voice of Yahweh
Eloheycha, and do His commandments and His
statutes, that I command you today."

Chapter 27

[The Blessings at Mount Geriziym, and
Curses at Mount Eybal]

1. And commanded Mosheh with the elders of
Yis'rael to the people, saying, "Keep all the 11. And commanded Mosheh the people that
commandments that I command you this day.
day, saying,
2. And it shall be on the day that you pass over
the Yarden to the land that Yahweh Eloheycha
gives you, you shall set up 6965 all stones 68 of
greatness 1419, and shall whitewash 7874 them
with whitewash 7875:
3. and you shall write 3789 upon them all the
words 1697 of this Torah 8451 when you have
passed over, so that you may enter into the land
that Yahweh Eloheycha gives you, a land that
flows 2100 with milk 2461 and honey 1706, that
spoke of Yahweh Elohey to your forefathers.

12. These representatives shall stand to bless
1288 the people upon Mount Geriziym 1630,
when you have passed over the Yar'den; of
Shimeon 8095, and of Lewiy 3878, and of
Yahudah 3063, and of Yissaschar 3488, and of
Yoseph 3130, and of Binyamin 1144:
13. And these representatives shall stand to curse
7045 upon Mount Eybal 5858; of Reuben 7205,
Gad 1410, and of Asher 836, of Zebulun 2074,
Dan 1835, and of Naph'taliy 5321.

14. And shall answer 6030 the Lewiyyim, and
4. It shall be when you pass over the Yarden, say to all men of Yis'rael with an uplifted 7311
you shall set up these stones, that I command voice,
you today, on Mount Eybal 5858, and
15. "Cursed 779 be the man that makes 6213 a
whitewash them with whitewash.
carved idol 6459 or cast idol 4541, an
5. And you shall build there an altar to Yahweh abomination 8441 to Yahweh, the work 4639 of
Eloheycha, an altar of stones. You shall not the hands of the craftsman 2796, and sets it up
7760 in secrecy 5643." And answered all the
wield 5130 upon them a tool of iron 1270.
people, and said "Amen 543."
6. With stones that are whole 8003 you shall
build the altar of Yahweh Eloheycha: you shall 16. "Cursed be he that dishonors 7034 his father
send up 5927 upon it burnt offerings 5930 to or his mother. " And said all the people, "Amen."
Yahweh Eloheycha,
17. "Cursed be he that moves 5253 the boundary
7. and you shall slaughter 2076 offerings of marker 1366 of another man." And said all the
well-being 8002, and shall eat there, and rejoice people "Amen."
8055 before Yahweh Eloheycha.
18. "Cursed be he that causes to go astray 7686
8. And you shall write upon the stones all the the blind 5787 from the path 1870." And said all
words of this Torah declared 874 thoroughly the people, "Amen. "
3190."
19. "Cursed be he that perverts 5186 justice 4941
( Page 7 )
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of the sojourner, the fatherless child, and the publicly display the Torah on the whitewashed
widow." And said all the people, Amen."
rocks, for all to see. This was part of Yisrael
being a set-apart people, different from the
20. "Cursed be he that lies 7901 sexually with "people of the land", in other words, the
the wife of his father; because he uncovers 1540 Kenaaniy. Half the tribes were to be represented
the skirt 3671 of his father." And said all the on Mount Geraziym, and the other half on
people, "Amen."
Mount Eybal. 27 has all the curses from Mount
Eybal. The blessings will follow in Chapter 28.
21. "Cursed be he that lies sexually with any
Verses 20-23 are sexual laws. In particular,
beast 929." And said all the people, "Amen."
verse 21 has to do with bestiality. In those days,
22. "Cursed be he that lies sexually with his non-adamic people were called "beasts" in a
sister 269, the daughter of his father, or the derogatory manner. They were put on the level
daughter of his mother." And said all the people, of draft animals. Yis’rael was not to breed with
them, and it was a death penalty if you were
"Amen."
caught. They were also shepherds, and
23. "Cursed be he that lies sexually with his perverted sex with sheep or goats also resulted
mother-in-law 2859." And said all the people, in a death penalty if caught. Race-mixing is an
abomination to Yahweh, and strictly punished
"Amen."
back then. lt abounds these days, as the entire
24. "Cursed be he that smites to death 5221 world is perverted and destined for destruction.
another person secretly 5643." And said all the Read 2 Thessalonians 1:6-10 for what happens
when Yahshua Messiah returns.
people, "Amen."

References Chapter 27
Verses 2-8 – Josh. 8:30-32;
Verses 5,6 – Ex. 20:25;
Verse 12 – Deut. 11:29; Josh. 8:33-35;
Verse 15 – Ex. 20:4; 34:17; Lev. 19:4; 26:1;
Deut. 4:15-18; 5:8;
Verse 16 – Ex. 20:12; Deut. 5:16;
Verse 17 – Deut. 19:14;
Verse 18 – Lev. 19:14;
25. "Cursed be he that takes a bribe 7810 to
smite to death a person 5315 of innocent 5355 Verse 19 – Ex. 22:21; 23:9; Lev. 19:33,34;
blood 1818." And said all the people, Amen."
Deut. 24: 17,18;
26. "Cursed be he that does not confirm 6965 the Verse 20 – Lev. 18:8; 20:11; Deut. 22:30;
words of this Torah 8451, to do 6213 them." And
said all the people, "Amen."
Verse 21 – Ex. 22:19; Lev. 18:23; 20:15;

CHAPTER 27 NOTES

Verse 22 – Lev. 18:9; 20:17;

Chapter 27 is a repeat of Torah from Exodus Verse 23 – Lev. 18:17; 20:14;
(Shemoth), and Leviticus (Wayyiq'ra). This was
needed, as these were a whole new generation of Verse 26 – Gal. 3:10.
Yis'rael, and had not gone through the wilderness
To be Continued
experience of their forefathers. They were to
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The Fall and Rise of Abraham’s House (Part 3)
By
Adam de Witt
Chapter 4
The Lot of
the ChineseCeltic Remnant

homeland. Without laws to forbid hybridization,
these Arabs mingled with the remaining
Tokharian whites and yellow Huns to form,
around 800 AD, the people of modem Turkistan,
north of Tibet. Less than 200 years later (1000
AD), now known as the Turks, this nation of
mixed bloods would push westward eventually
wiping out Constantinople and the Balkans in
Europe.

W

HAT THEN OF PARTHIA,
BACTRIA, GEDROSIA? Asoka’s
universal reconciliation was very
successful in all these empires. The whites of
these lands forsook what they had left of God’s
laws to be holy (Holy=Saxon for apartness or
separate). And so God used the heathen to foreclose on those who rebelled against His laws.
The Huns were like an ethnic bulldozer, moving
so far to the west that they drove a branch of the
Scythians (another set of white tribes) into Bactria around 130 BC. These Scythians (by living
in a land that had taken on Greek customs) had
become ‘hellenized’. Being hellenized meant, to
take on Asoka’s melting pot ideas (Bactria became Hellenic due to the melting pot supremist
Alexander the Great). These eastern, hellenized
Scythians (white proselytes of Asoka) founded
the Kushan empire. It was during these events
that remnants of the shattered Chinese-Celts, the
Tokharians sought shelter amidst their kin in
other white lands in middle Asia.

The Arabic invasions, in the meantime, saw to
the ethnic cleansing of white Bactria, Partia and
Gedrosia. By 800 AD white Middle Asia / Eastern Asia Minor was no more. These white empires became lost to our folk, even to this day.
Not all whites were killed, many were spared as
long as they converted to Islam and shared their
wealth and daughters. (The curses of Deut
28:32 “Thy sons and thy daughters shall be
given to another people.”) Those whites who
refused to convert were called ‘Kafirs’, i.e. idolators, pagans or infidels; worthy of death by
Islamic laws. They were the white separatists of
Renowned for their wine culture, some their day.
Tokharians migrated almost directly southward
from their homeland into northern Pakistan Those who converted became proselytes to Iswhere wine is pan of life to this day. Other lam; they became twice the children of damnaTokharians, undergoing Hunnic genocide, were tion. Being universal reconciliationists, they
driven into southern Bactria, to what is now teamed up with the dusky Arabs to slay their
middle Afghanistan. The Muslim (Arabic) white kin whom they saw as separatists. The
invaders coming from the west were cruel, but white converts to Islam were worse than the
at the same time, they drove back the Mongoloid heathen for killing their own for the sake of the
westward expansion, at least for a while, with zuwr.
Asian Celts being the ‘piggy in the middle’. In
fact, the Arabs drove the Asian Huns back as far Proselyzed whites proved more cruel than the
as Turki- stan, i.e. the former Tokharian dusky races in their persecution. The separatist
( Page 9 )
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Tokharians were driven into the fastness-like
(but very harsh) mountain land around Chitral
in northern Pakistan. They could not hope to
find any help from the whites in India, for these
had long before proselyzed themselves to the
universal reconciliation ideas of Asoka. They
were on their own.

Below left, Map showing Fertile Crescent, a
livable belt in a dry region, that allowed the
spread of the ‘White Chaldeans’ to cross over
forming a sort of Ethnic springboard.

Chapter 6
Finding the Ethnic Launch Pad

Chapter 5
The Dale Folk, The Kalash

AT THIS POINT IT PAYS TO FIND OUT
HOW THE TOKHARIANS BEGAN THEIR
EXISTENCE AND WHERE THEY FIRST
SPRANG FROM. Yes, we outlined the history
of their homeland north of Tibet, but how did
they get there? For that matter, what were the
beginnings of the now extinct whites of Baciria,
Parthia, Gedrosia and India. If you listen to most
scholars, they will try to tell you that all
Caucasians (whites) came from the Caucasus
Mountains. Elijah (Identity) Christians of course
know that the Caucasus Mountains were only a
The Tokharians dwindled in numbers due to the stepping stone for ONE branch of the many
many ongoing onslaughts. By now they were throngs of white migrants who left the Middle
driven into a cluster of far-flung dales, deep in East.
the Hindu Cush, to be forgotten by the world.
These Tokharians became known as ‘those from We know that the 12 lost tribes of Israel followed
down in the dales’, in their own tongue the title a number of ways that, in time, took them to
is “Kalashe”. The Kalash now only numbering Europe. One way was through the well-founded
2000 to 3000 strong, have rosy cheeks, green, route through the Caucasus. But many Elijah
blue or light brown eyes; hair brown, red and (Identity) Christians forget about the earlier
blond. They have been safe and cut off from the white migrants which I call proto-Israelites,
Proto-Celts or Proto-Saxons.
mixed multitudes in their dales to this day.
These whites lived before Jacob was born, after
all, his children had to wed into the right stock
seeing that God forbids race mixing,
hybridisation, i.e. genocide. Abraham was a
Chaldean; he and his Chaldean kin were ProtoIsraelites. These Chalds or Chaldeans were those
who migrated up the fertile crescent formed
largely by the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers.
The Hindu Cush

Around 2000 BC, Abraham was called to
migrate away from Chaldea. The land had
yielded to ‘Universal Reconciliation’, the
distorted idea that God called all races into one
forgiven fold. And so the white Chaldeans
‘reconciled’ with the yellow Sumerians.
Abraham way-fared through the well-populated
fertile crescent, populated by Proto-Israelites,
being Chaldic settlers, being Abraham’s kin. For
their part, many of the Chalds migrated in all
directions, but usually after they trekked halfway
up the Euphrates to reach a popular ‘ethnic
launch-pad’. The area at the heart of the
( Page 10 )
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‘Launch-pad’ was alive with people in need of In effect, each named territory means Chaldea;
many things. Trade leads to settlements which, i.e. Gaul, Wales (the ‘W’ having had a gutteral
in time, become service centres.
pronunciation), Waal (in Holland), Calicia (in
Spain), Galatia (Turkey), and in southern
These busy areas became the chief towns of Poland-Galicia (Galych or Halych. The ‘H’
Assyria, Nineveh (town of fish), Arbela and being also spoken gutterally at times), hence the
Assur. West of Assur lay the routes that would Austrian towns Hallstatt and Hallein, the
take colonizers to Anatolia (now Turkey), from German town Halle, the Belgian town Halle, the
there into southern Europe or down into northern Swedish region Halland, Helvetia for
Africa. Chalds migrating into these directions Switzerland and of course, Holland all mean
were the builders and founders of Egypt, Rome Gal-land or Cal(d)ia or Celtia or Chaldea.
and Greece.
The writer of the book “The Mummies of
Directly north of Assur lay the route through the Urumchi”, Elizabeth Wayland Barber, is not too
Caucasus. Those Chalds that went that way, and sure if the root word to the name is simply ‘Celt’
then west into Europe, became the Bronze Age (the meaning she doesn’t outline) or ‘Hal’
Celts. All this was taking place well before the denoting salt (because some areas had salt
Israelite cap- livity.(Celt, pronounced Kelt is mines).
from the word Chald.) The Bronze Age lasted
from 2000 BC to ±1200 BC. Celts of that era
To be Continued
gave their name to many of the areas they settled.

Harold Stough Notes (Paper Ref 3187)
(Scientific American Feb. 1965 Vol. 212 No. 2)
The Greeks and The Hebrews (2)
By Cyrus Gordon
at Mycenae, Pylos and Thebes. Hattusa, in
eastern Anatolia, was the Hittites' capital city.
(Genesis 49:13); "Why does Dan stay in ships
and Asher live by the sea coast, dwelling by his
harbours" (Judges 5:17). Evidently some
Hebrew tribes shared the seas with such nautical
peoples as the Phoenicians and the Greeks.
The Greek legends are even more explicit about
ancient ties with the Semites. King Minos, the
Greeks said, was the son of Europa, herself a
princess of Semitic Phoenicia: Another
Phoenician (albeit one from Africa), Danaos,
became king of Argos; after him the early Greek
RETE'S EASY ACCESS to the heroes were called Danaoi.
seaports of three continents made the
island a strategic base for the Semitic Moreover, Europa's brother, Cadmus, became
sea lords of the second millennium B.C. From king of Thebes and introduced the art of writing
Crete their merchant vessels could call on the to Greece. Scarcely two years ago the historical
European mainland, on the eastern kernel of the Cadmus legend was underscored
Mediterranean coast of Asia and on the African when a hoard of cylinder seals from western
littoral from the Nile delta westward. Cretan sites Asia, dating back to the 14th and 13th centuries
famed for their inscriptions are located on the B.C., was accidentally uncovered by conmap; Linear B tablets have also been unearthed struction workers at Thebes.

C
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The study of Ugaritic texts has occupied my
attention for some years. In the light of the ties
between Ugarit and Crete and the parallels
between early Hebrew and early Greek literature,
I took a special interest in Michael Ventris'
brilliant achievement of 1952, which
demonstrated that one kind of inscription from
Crete, known as Linear B, recorded Greek words
in a system of syllabic signs.

and the eastern Mediterranean. The Cretan
divinity (left) wears a five-tiered skirt; the
goddess represented on a cylinder seal from
Ugarit (right) is dressed in similar fashion.

The bulk of the tablets uncovered on Crete,
whether in Linear A or Linear B, are simply
inventories. There are, however, 18 inscriptions
in Linear A that appear on stone objects
apparently dedicated as votive offerings at
Of the three principal kinds of inscription found various Minoan shrines.
on Crete, Linear B is the youngest, dating from
the 15th century B.C. and thereafter. Linear A In 1961 the British scholar W. C. Brice published
was in use before 1700 B.C. Oldest of all are the a new edition of these and other Linear A
pictographs, some of which may have been inscriptions,
containing
drawings
and
inscribed as early as 1800 B.C. All three systems, photographs superior in clarity to anything
however, overlap chronologically. Many of the previously available. An examination of the 18
pictographs are repeated in simplified outline in texts confirmed my suspicions of five years
both the Linear A script and the Linear B.
earlier. Rendered phonetically, the inscriptions
recorded a Semitic dialect closely related to
After Ventris' breakthrough a straightforward Ugaritic, Phoenician and Hebrew. Unlike the
situation presented itself.
inventory tablets, these inSince the scripts of the
scriptions show sentence
Linear B and Linear A
structure; one libation
tablets used essentially the
table, for example, bears an
same signs for the same
inscription stating that it
sounds (a number of idenwas donated "so that the
tical names appear in both
city may thrive."
systems), it should now
have been possible to
The 18 texts come from a
decipher
Linear
A,
variety of sites in eastern
provided that the language
and central Crete; this
it recorded belonged to a
distribution indicates that
known
family.
the Semitic language of the
Chronologically
the
inscriptions was not some
language should have been
localized dialect but the
that of the Minoans, who preceded the Greeks official language of all Minoan Crete. Thus the
on Crete. Minos, the king of the Minoans, had tongue of the people who controlled the island's
had a Phoenician mother. Could Minoan be a administration and religion was of the kind the
Semitic language?
ancient Greeks called Phoenician. This does not
mean that the population of Crete during this
The first evidence I could uncover favouring period was exclusively Semitic.
such a view consisted of a tablet bearing an
inventory of pots, recorded both in pictographs For example, the Linear A tablets provide many
and in Linear A [see illustration on page 109]. personal names; some, such as David, are
Ventris' decipherment had been confirmed by a Semitic but others are not. A number of the
similar inventory in pictographs and Linear B. names are Egyptian; at least two are names that
In December, 1956, by applying the phonetic were common among the Hurrians, a nonvalues established by Ventris to the Linear A Semitic people of Asia Minor.
signs on the pot-inventory tablet, I proved to my
satisfaction that several of the Minoan words The largest single group of Linear A texts—
were Semitic names for different kinds of pots. some 150 of them—are from the site known as
Hagia Triada. They include ritual texts recording
FLOUNCED SKIRT is worn by a goddess with offerings of food and drink to such West Semitic
extended arms, worshiped both in Mesopotamia gods as Addu (one of Baal's alternate names) and
( Page 12 )
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Yamm (the sea god corresponding to Poseidon),
to the goddess Tinit and to three other deities
familiar in Ugaritic texts: Kret, the deified hero,
Agaru and Gupanu (as well as Gupanu's female
counterpart Gupanatu).

tongue of Crete. These inscriptions are generally
dated between 600 and 300 B.C.

In 1962 I studied four Eteocretan texts; they
proved to record a late stage of the Minoan
language. Since that date, decipherment of two
Still another kind of writing to be found on Crete bilingual inscriptions, in Greek and Eteocretan,
consists of relatively recent but unintelligible has further affirmed this identity.
inscriptions cut in stone and using Greek letters.
Scholars call these enigmatic inscriptions
To be Continued OS3187
"Eteocretan," which is to say "genuine Cretan";
the implication is that, even though Greek letters
are used, the language they record is the original

Some Remarkable Things!
John S. Fox
Posted By Our Irish Correspondent
days; or 360 years) as already pointed out. In
this way, the same God working on the same
principle is revealed both as Creator of the
heavens and Author of the prophetic Scriptures.

Seven Times

DIVIDE 2,520 BY ANY DIGIT YOU
LIKE
Divide it by 1) 2520 (2,250; and there’s nothing
over!

T

HE DIVINE PERIOD OF “SEVEN
TIMES”, that is to say, 2,520 years, is
most remarkable. Firstly it is 7 x 360
years. Many people do not know why we divide
circles into 360 degrees today. This is no modern fashion.
It originated from knowledge possessed before
the Flood, namely that each complete repeating
Cycle of Solar Eclipses takes exactly 360 years,
dividing the heavenly circle or Calendar into
twelve sections of thirty, i.e., three hundred and
sixty, meanwhile.

Divide it by 2) 2520 (1260; and there’s nothing
over!
Divide it by 3) 2520 ( 840; and there’s nothing
over!
Divide it by 4) 2520 ( 630; and there’s nothing
over!
Divide it by 5) 2520 ( 504; and there’s nothing
over!

Divide it by 6) 2520 ( 420; and there’s nothing
This, in turn, agrees exactly with the prophetic over!
symbol of a “year” (12 months of 30 prophetic
Divide it by 7) 2520 ( 360; and there’s nothing
over!
Divide it by 8) 2520 ( 315; and there’s nothing
over!
Divide it by 9) 2520 ( 280; and there’s nothing
over!
( Page 13 )
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Divide it by 10) 2520 ( 250; and there’s nothing longer Eclipse cycle of 1,260 years which asover!
tronomers still term “The Daniel Cycle' because
God, through Daniel, mentioned this remarkaAs can be seen by the above table, this number ble number more than two thousand years ago!
2,520 is fundamental. God demonstrated it in
His Holy Scriptures; used it in the history of Our God is indeed “The Wonderful NumberIsrael; used it in the history of Judah, and of er” (Dan. 8. 13, marginal translation).
Jerusalem; used it in the history of the Papacy,
and of the Gentiles; displayed it (in its oneThe End
seventh part) in the magnificence of the heavens
by Solar eclipses, and in its half part by the

The Political Influence of the British-Israel
Movement in the Nineteenth Century (Part 5)
Richard Simpson
edly, the descendants of Canaanites (Phoenicians) Ed, There were Canaanites amongst the
Phoenicians as their were in all Israelite tribes,
According to biblical prophecy, if the children
of Israel did not drive them out ‘then it shall
come to pass that those which ye let remain of
them shall be pricks in your eyes, and thorns in
your sides, and shall vex you in the land wherein
ye dwell.(Numbers 33:55).121 In 1879, Era,
noted in its “Topic of the Week” column that ‘It
is Ireland that is the thorn in the side of England
at the present moment, and the attitude of Mr
Parnell and his agitating friends is disgusting the
patrons of this warm-hearted and impulsive
nation’. 122
A great question of 1885 was as to whether
the government intended to disestablish the
Church of England. There was strong Nonconformist pressure to do so as they regarded
it as the papacy in disguise but Hine was against
disestablishment of the church maintaining it
was a barrier against Rome that dissension was
causing splits in the church hence any notion
of ‘religious equality’ was anti-scriptural .118.
However, he missed the point as Gladstone’s hint
at disestablishment of the Church of England
was as a result of it’s recent orations being a
‘hotbed of Toryism’119. The Liberals clung to
power with the Irish nationalists holding the
balance of power but upbeat as ever, British-Israel
asserted Home Rule was out of the question as it
was not in Biblical prophecy. 120.
It was over the Irish question and Home Rule
that British-Israel exhibited a particularly ugly
side of its’ racial politics. The Irish were alleg-

British-Israel accused Gladstone of disestablishing the Irish Church to appease the Catholics,
who were southern Irish and descendants of
Canaanites, enemies of Israel, unlike those Irish
in the North, who were descended from the tribe
of Dan and persecuting Protestants while allowing Home Rulers to go free. 123
Home rule was identified with these Canaanites
and the British were troubled by them ‘because
of the sins of our forefathers in not exterminating
them from their land as God commanded in time
of old’. 124 The Irish, by God’s instruction
should be ‘hewers of wood and drawers of water’
and governed by a superior people as he saw
nothing to justify their ambition to be an independent race and ‘they are simply to occupy the
position held by Aborigines of all other colonies,
that of being doomed by the will of God gradually to die out.’ 125 In fact, rather callously, the
small famine in Ireland in 1880 was attributed
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by British-Israel to have fallen just on those of
Phoenician origin and Catholics as opposed to
Israel. 126 In 1914, it came as a surprise to
British-Israel that ‘distressful’ Ireland was Britain’s largest provisioner but still managed to
pour scorn on the Irish by implying that if she
shunned Home rule she could increase this.

Foreign Politics
Ireland aside, Palestine was the apex of the
British-Israel geographical agenda due to the
Biblical prophecy ‘Unto thy seed have I given
this land, from the river of Egypt unto the great
river, the river Euphrates’ (Genesis 15:1 8).127
British-Israel believed that promises to Israel, as
contracted with Judah, must be fulfilled before
the second coming. 128

not well acquainted with British Israel. 130 John
Lowthias, a farmer and ardent British-Israel,
went to Beirut in 1843 noting the under cultivation and from 1847 established an experimental
farm and twenty schools. 131
In 1859, Major J. S. Phillips, had presented a
paper before the British Association of Science
proposing resettlement of the descendants of
Israel in the promised land, Syria, with boundaries biblical boundaries. ‘This remarkable peninsula —-will be found to be most exactly and
suitably placed to enable them to fulfil their high
destiny to all the nations of the earth, and to
become the centre of all lands, the praise and
hearts of the whole earth’.

The key biblical passage indicated that Palestine
would be shared with the Jews and ‘In these day
the house of Judah shall walk to or with the
house of Israel, and they shall come together out
of the land of the north to the land that I have
given for an inheritance unto your fathers.’ (Jer.
iii. 18, 19.)
A question here arises as to how the whole
Anglo-Saxon race was to fit in Palestine? Well
British-Israel answers this with the Biblical text
‘one of a city and two of a family’ (Jer. 3:14)
and goes no further which is rather perplexing,
however John Wilson did suggest that Palestine
would be more a missionary station than a
complete decampment from the British Isles.
The British were proponents of mass Jewish
re-Settlement in Palestine and along with the rest
of Europe had eyed the political importance of
the area since the break way of Mehmet Ali from
Sultan Mahmud II in 1830. Return initially was
to be facilitated by missionary conversion as
British-Israel maintained that the Bible belonged
to Israel and Anglo-Saxons had been the most
successful at spreading the word. John Wilson
was instrumental in the establishment of an
Anglo-Syria School in Beirut and with the
conceding of religious liberty, by the Turks in
1866, The Palestine Christian Union Mission to
the Arabs was formed under the presidency of
Shaftesbury. 129

Syria was to be cut into portions for each tribe,
with Jerusalem kept separate, and a railway built
from Antioch to the Persian Gulf forming the
most direct route from England through Europe,
Palestine and India to Australia. 132 BritishIsrael agreed with this railway maintaining that
friends from India and England could meet in
Syria which would promote settlement noting
that the French were building the Suez canal. 133
Accordingly, British-Israel fitted in the predictions of the prophet Nahum II 3-4
‘The chariots flash with the fire of steel in the
day of his preparation and the fir trees are shaken
terribly. The chariots rage in the streets, they
jostle one against another in the broad ways––
the appearance of them is like torches–– they run
like lightning.’ Sir Charles Warren (Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police) at the time of
the “Jack the Ripper” murders.

In 1876, archaeologist Sir Charles Warren
claimed ‘The position of Palestine will some day
This might lead one to assume that Lord Shaft- be of much importance to us as a nation, and the
esbury was a member of British-Israel but as sooner we make a footing in the place the better.’
British-Israel admitted, in 1885, Shaftesbury was And proposed transforming Palestine into an
( Page 15 )
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autonomous, and eventually Zionist state to
prevent it falling into French or Russian hands
during the decline of the Ottoman Empire as laid
out in his pamphlet The Land of Promise or
Turkey‘s Guarantee (1875).

Unfortunately, it was a lot of inter-sect rivalry
and British-Israel condemned Society of St
Joseph mission to Palestine, despite being certified by the Archbishop of Canterbury as an
Anglican minister, also held a letter from Archbishop Manning. 139 The American Bible SociThe Palestine Exploration Fund had calculated ety fared no better.
the land could support a population of 15 million
against the current 1/2 million and Warren In Hamath, the Greek bishops threatened to
argued that the re-introduction of the Jews would excommunicate anyone who dealt with missioncounter corrupt Turkish rule. Warrens first aries. Progress was slow and between 1856 and
choice to rule Palestine under an international 1867, Protestant churches increased from only
charter company was––- the United States. 134 three to six. ‘all religious sects are so numerous
and so well organised, that every stands in an
However, their were rivals.
attitude of defence and antagonism’. 140 There
An Imperial Hatti issued by the Turkish Govern- is no doubt that irrespective of religious differment in 1867 inviting foreigners to settle in their ences, missionary schools were well thought of
Asiatic and European Province and in 1873 the as in the case of British Syrian Schools under the
Palestine Restoration Fund was founded to buy auspices of one Madame Bowen Thompson ‘We
vacant land in Palestine. British-Israel noted, in present our thanks to Madame Bowen Thompson
1867, an article in The Scotsman reporting a for her zeal and earnestness in promoting the
colony of 156 Americans, belonging to the good of our country.’ stated the Beirut Arabic
‘Church of the Messiah’ had settled in Jaffa Newspaper, 29 June 1867. 141
claiming they were members of the tribe of
Ephraim. 135
Her Majesty’s Consul in the Ottoman Empire,
in 1867, reported that since the time of the
reforms the general position of Christians had
never been better enjoying the same protections
and privileges as the Muslims and British-Israel
applauded the fact that Christians could now buy
property.136 In 1867, British-Israel reported
problems with the Muslims caused by Eastern
Churches in that ‘If they went into Greek churches they saw saint-worship and picture-kissing;
and if they entered the Romish Churches, they
saw woman-worship and image worship. So they
returned to their simple mosques perfectly satisfied that these people were far behind themselves
in their religion.’ 137 In contrast, The Church
Missionary Society used simple worship, which
was far more appreciated by Muslims. However,
there were problems

Arthur Stanley, Dean of Westmin (above),
author of Sinai and Palestine in Connection with
Their History, accompanied the prince of Wales
on his tour of the East, in 1862. In 1865, the
Palestine Exploration Fund was founded as a
result to attempt to validate biblical history - an
The Hatti Scheriff was not carried out in Turkish invaluable asset to British-Israel‘s literal reading
dominions. Consuls used their influence to evade of the Hebrew Scriptures.
the law. Converts had to be removed and given
a new name with the guarantee for religious The most significant aspect of Dean Stanley's
liberty being only nominal. e.g. A Christian contribution to the Palestine Exploration Fund
convert bought some land and was protected by and its work, aside from his role in its foundalaw but the Muslim who sold him the land had tion, was his commitment, with Sir George
his throat cut. 138 In the event, in 1866, The Grove, to a scientific approach. He also insisted
Palestine Christian Union Mission to the Arabs that it be non-religious and non-political, and his
formed presided over by the Earl of Shaftesbury. efforts to bring into the founding Committee not
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only representatives of all three major branches
of the Church of England (High Church, Evangelicals, and Broad Church), representatives of
the Catholic and Jewish communities within
Britain. However, most of the members were
fans of Judaeo-Christian tradition hoping the
excavation s would validate the bible and Dr
William Thomson, Archbishop of York, on
addressing the fund stated ‘Our reason for turning to Palestine is that Palestine is our country.

deposition of the Sultan could only be actioned
by Anglo-Saxon Israel in the form of England
and America ‘I will inflict vengeance upon
Edom by the hand of My people Israel‘ (Eze.
25:14). 144.
In 1902, noting the stormy political situation in
the Balkans exasperating the Turkish, BritishIsrael declared on Palestine ‘The land must be
cleansed, and the intruder turned out of it, to
allow of the return of the People of Zion’ and in
1905, after experiencing revolutionary unrest in
Albania and Macedonia equated the Turkish with
the descendants of the Assyrians. In return
France received territorial concessions with an
eye on the Red sea and routes to India.

I have used that expression before and I refuse
to adopt any other.’ 142 British-Israel supported
the Palestine Exploration Fund in the hope it
would reveal the Ark of the Covenant. Apart
from being the holiest place on earth, Palestine
was a geographical junction between East and
West and a natural focal point for the empire The Russians were also interested in Palestine
with the Suez canal, the road to India and oil and allied themselves to the Ottomans. Gog in
fields.
Ezekial had an eye for invading Palestine hence
British-Israel associated this prophecy with
Palestine was captured from the Ottomans by Russia and the political Eastern Question of the
Mehmet Ali, in 1830, but he was allied to France late 1890’s was whether Russia or England
on whom he depended for political, military and would have Constantinople after the
economic advisors. 143 Edom, in biblical proph- disintegration of Turkey. British-Israel
ecy, was represented as being in possession of applauded the Japanese defeat of Russia, in
the Holy places before the return of Israel.
1904, attributing this to the Anglo-Japanese
alliance and contradictorily, deemed the 1907
John Wilson had equated Edom with Spain as Anglo-Russian convention for determining
several cities were named after dukes or cities operating borders a monument us agreement.
of Edom (which he thought might account for British-Israel had the answer in ‘Thy seed shall
bitter religious rivalries) but now Turkey possess the gate of his enemies’ (Genesis 22.17).
governed all the Holy sites in the middle-east,
Muslim included, and British-Israel equated
To be continued
Edom with the Ottoman empire hence the

The Conspiracy of Edom Against Jacob - A Summary
1. Conspiracy accomplishes most of its purpose
under a "Christian cloak".
2. Conspiracy enlists the "patriots" to promote
the conspiracy without their realizing it.
3. World Government is already a fact and all
nations have bowed their knee to Baal.
4. Baal has a universal religion to deceive the
world -- the "Kingdom of God on Earth"
message.
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5. Baal has a world "money" system all goods and services that it wants
and it is called monetized debt.
and continues to roll over and
expand debt. 'Government debt' is a
6. The thought police in America polite term for theft.
have changed our language to
deceive us in our own thoughts.
11. The United States Government
does not need to collect taxes from
7. The Constitution of the United its citizens because the citizens
States of America is an imaginary cannot pay taxes with monetized
relic that still deceives the people debt, called dollars.
into believing that they have
freedom. The belief that it is still 12. The work of the Internal
there when it is in fact not there Revenue Service is to regulate and
promotes the illusion of freedom. control consumption and to gather
information for Big Brother.
13. To keep a nation of willing
slaves the Government must control
religion, education, and regulate
consumption.
14. Governments cannot control and
deceive Christians.
15. Governments cannot control
8. Government is organized crime
people who barter and do not use the
and continues in power because it
paper money debt system. "
has the support of the people. It has
the support of the people because
they have been humanized through
The End OS23192
the influence of the Masonic Lodges
and the "Church of their choice."
9. The Anglo - American
Government has stolen the wealth of
the world with their paper "money"
["fiat" money of Zion's Jewish
Central Bankers]
10. The Government owes nothing
and pays nothing. It simply issues
monetized debt (paper "money") for
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Why On Earth Do People Wear Masks?
Posted By Weaver
There is much more
evidence supporting the
fact that masks should
not be worn. Over a
dozen scientific papers
show clearly that masks
are
ineffective
in
preventing the movement
of infective organisms
and/or reduce oxygen
levels,
and
expose
wearers to increased levels of carbon dioxide.
Over a dozen studies failed to show that wearing
a mask provides protection against infection. In
2011, a meta-analysis of 17 separate studies
proved that none of the research showed masks
to be useful in preventing influenza infection.
The available medical evidence proves
overwhelmingly that masks do no good in
preventing the spread of infection but do a great
deal of harm to those wearing them.
Here are some of the facts included in the second
edition of my hugely popular book Proof that
Face Masks do More Harm than Good.
(The book is available as a free PDF on various
websites including HERE For months now
around 5,000 people a week have downloaded
free copies.)
1) Dr Eric Nepute of St Louis, made a
video, which went viral, telling others
about what had happened to a four-yearold relative of a patient of his, who nearly
died after developing bacterial pneumonia
because of prolonged mask use.
2) At the University of Witten/Herdecke,
Germany, an online registry has been set
up where parents, doctors, pedagogues and
others can enter their observations. On
20.10.2020, 363 doctors were asked to
make entries and to make parents and
teachers aware of the registry. By
26.10.2020, the registry had been used by
20,353 people. Parents entered data on a
total of 25,930 children. The average
wearing time of the mask was 270 minutes
per day. Impairments caused by wearing

the mask were reported by 68% of the
parents. These included irritability (60%),
headache (53%), difficulty concentrating
(50%), less happiness (49%), reluctance to
go to school/kindergarten (44%), malaise
(42%), impaired learning (38%) and
drowsiness or fatigue (37%).
3) Kester Disability Rights in the UK
helped a disabled woman to win the first
face mask discrimination case. The woman
was refused access to an unnamed service
because she was unable to wear a face
mask, and as a result of this egregious
discrimination, she was paid £7,000 in
compensation. The pay-out was achieved
through negotiation as there was no dispute
that access had been denied, or that the
Claimant had a disability exemption.
4) In February 21, The North Dakota
House of Representatives passed a bill that
would prohibit state and local
governments, schools and businesses from
ordering mask mandates. The bill’s
sponsor, Rep. Jeff Hoverson who described
the rules requiring face masks as
‘diabolical silliness’ also said, ‘The mask
is a part of a larger apparatus of a
movement of unelected, wealthy
bureaucrats, who are robbing our freedoms
and perpetuating lies.
5) Fifteen million face masks provided to
pharmacists in Belgium to be distributed
free of charge, caused health chiefs some
concern when it was discovered that the
face masks might contain nano-particles of
silver and titanium dioxide that when
inhaled could lead to pneumonia.
6) In March 21, a 13-year-old boy was
banned from attending classes at the
British International School, Stockholm in
Danderyd, until he agreed to remove the
face mask he was wearing. The public
Health Agency of Sweden states, ‘Children
do not need to wear face masks. It is
difficult for children to handle and wear
face masks the right way, and children are
not the drivers (of infection) in this
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epidemic and do not spread infection in the
same way as adults’.
7) A recent study in the Journal Cancer
Discovery found that inhalation of harmful
microbes can contribute to advanced stage
lung cancer in adults. It is known that
long-term use of face masks may help
breed
dangerous
pathogens.
Microbiologists agree that frequent mask
wearing creates a perfect, moist
environment in which microbes proliferate
before entering the lungs.
The invading microbes travel down the
trachea and the bronchi until they reach the
tiny alveoli. ‘The lungs were long thought
to be sterile, but we now know that oral
commensals – microbes normally found in
the mouth – frequently enter the lungs due
to unconscious aspirations,’ reported
Leopoldo Segal. Study Author and
Director of the Lung Microbiome Program
and Associate Professor of Medicine at
New York University Grossman School of
Medicine.

harmful effect on wildlife – particularly sea
life. Non-reusable masks, which are made
out of plastics such as polypropylene, take
around 450 years to biodegrade, making
them just as environmentally unfriendly as
plastic carrier bags.

9) According to the UK Government’s website
(at the time of writing), the following do not need
to wear a face covering:

According to the study, after they have
invaded the lungs the microbes cause an
inflammatory response in proteins known
as cytokine IL-17. ‘Given the known
impact of IL-17 and inflammation on lung
cancer. We were interested in determining
if the enrichment of oral commensals in the
lungs could drive an IL-17-type
inflammation and influence lung cancer
progression and prognosis,’ said Segal.
Whilst analysing lung microbes of 83
untreated adults with lung cancer, the
research team discovered that colonies of
veillonella, prevotella, and streptococcus
bacteria, which may be cultivated through
prolonged mask wearing, are all found in
larger quantities in patients with advanced
stage lung cancer than in earlier stages. The
presence of these bacterial cultures is also
associated with a lower chance of survival
and increased tumour growth regardless of
the stage.
8) Each month, it is estimated that 129
billion face masks and 65 billion gloves
are used and disposed of globally. A lot of
this waste is ending up in landfills,
waterways and oceans, which is having a
( Page 20 )

1) children under the age of 11
(Public Health England does not
recommend face coverings for
children under the age of 3 for health
and safety reasons)
2) people who cannot put on, wear
or remove a face covering because
of a physical or mental illness or
impairment, or disability
3) where putting on, wearing or
removing a face covering will cause
you severe distress.
4) if you are speaking to or
providing assistance to someone
who relies on lip reading, clear
sound or facial expressions to
communicate
5) to avoid harm or injury, or the risk
of harm or injury, to yourself or
others – including if it would
negatively impact on your ability to
exercise or participate in a strenuous
activity
6) police officers and other
emergency workers, given that this
may interfere with their ability to
serve the public.
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10 .The UK Government’s website has this to
say about exemption cards:
If you have an age, health or disability reason
for not wearing a face covering:
1) you do not routinely need to show
any written evidence of this
2) You do not need to show an
exemption card This means that you
do not need to seek advice or request
a letter from a medical professional
about your reason for not wearing a
face covering. However, some
people may feel more comfortable
showing something that says they
do not have to wear a face covering.
This could be in the form of an
exemption card, badge or even a
home-made sign. Carrying an
exemption card or badge is a person
choice and is not required by law.
11. There is a considerable amount of evidence
from around the world to show that politicians
who have ordered the public to wear face masks
have themselves benefitted financially. For
example, in the UK the National Audit Office
found that companies recommended by MPs,
peers and ministers’ offices were given priority
as the Government sought to obtain Personal
Protective Equipment.

Conclusion

At no previous time in history have large
numbers of people been forced to wear masks.
The long-term physical and psychological
consequences are unknown though those
ordering that masks be worn are no doubt aware
of the extraordinary risks and of the way that
masks can be used to oppress and subjugate a
population.

The evidence clearly shows that mask wearing
is likely to do no good but a great deal of harm.
The big lie, which the WHO, governments
everywhere and YouTube want to disseminate,
is that wearing masks is essential to control
covid-19. But the medical and scientific
evidence (banned by YouTube and most mass
media) shows that masks have little or no useful
effect but can increase the risk of infection and
can make breathing difficult. There is little doubt
that masks do far more harm than good. Cloth
masks are permeable to 97% of viral particles.
A study by the University of East Anglia
concluded that wearing masks was of no benefit
and could increase infection. Experts in
respiratory disease and infection protection from
the University of Illinois have explained that face
masks have no use in everyday life – neither as
self-protection nor to protect other people.
A study published in the Annals of Internal
Medicine concluded that neither fabric masks
nor surgical masks can prevent the spread of
covid-19 by coughing. An article in the New
England Journal of Medicine, published in May
2020 concluded that masks offer little or no
protection and that the call for masks to be
compulsory was an irrational fear reflex.
A German study showed that masks had no
effect on infection rates. Dr Fauci, the American
covid-19 supremo, expressed real doubts about
masks. On May 28th 2020, he admitted masks
are little more than symbolic. Virtue signalling.
A meta study on influenza, published in May
2020 by the CDC in America, found that face
masks were of no help. The available evidence
shows clearly that masks do not work but do
have the potential to cause a variety of health
problems – including short-term problems such
as breathlessness and long-term problems such
as brain damage and death.
And yet, despite all this, there have been
suggestions from various authorities that mask
wearing and social distancing will need to be
permanent. It has also been suggested that masks
should be worn in the home. The sceptical will
find it impossible to avoid the conclusion that
there is far more to masks (and compulsory mask
wearing) than meets the eye.
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Winston Churchill - Further Notes
By
An Ancient Mariner
Winston Churchill merely acting as editor,
cutting out anything unfavourable to himself. He
did say history would be kind to him, for he
would write it!

Winston Churchill
(Further to Article Published
December 2019)

Opposite Leeds University is a second hand
bookshop. The proprietor obtained a set of the
history with one volume missing, he thought it
would be a good sale, so he searched around in
the book trade and replaced the missing volume.
They were still on his bookshelves. That’s what
scholars think of Winston Churchill’s History.
Winston Churchill received the Nobel Prize for
Literature!!!
Mary Soames was Winston Churchill’s daughter
and wrote “Clementine”, a biography of her
mother. I have the second edition and Mary sates
she understand her mother much better since
writing the book.
Clementine had a problem, the servants were
always leaving and giving the same reason, the
bus stop was so far from he house. Bert Piper of
course gives the real reason. During the war he
was cooking in the western desert for the army.
Winston Churchill arrived and his servants had
much to do with Bert’s kitchen. They were busy
telling everyone they hated Winston Churchill.
A man who is hated by his servants will not keep
them very long.

When his farther took Churchill to Harrow
Public School, the headmaster asked him to
write an essay. He failed to do so and handed in
a blank sheet of paper. All was well however,
the headmaster could see his potential. He had
to - the governors would have been very angry Winston Churchill must have a Wine Book.
with him turning down the grandson of the Duke Between 1908 and 1965 he drank 2 bottles of
Champagne a day and had a bottle of port at
of Marlborough!
breakfast. Would anyone trust their officers to
The inability to write essays continued. Bert such an alcoholic? These details were published
Piper was a a cook on the Isle of Man steam in the “Daily Mail”.
Packet Co., When I was there. His brother was
Liverpool City Recorder and their father had Chartwell was for sale and he wished to buy it.
been in the same class at Harrow as Winston Clematine was quite against the idea– he can
Church and wrote his essays. Twice when afford a Mortgage as a Cabinet Minister in the
reading biographies of Winston Churchill I 1920’s, but there is no security in the job.
came across a man, different name each time, Winston Churchill was a brilliant politician,
described as a “Literary Secretary”, which I read which is the art of getting what you want,
regardless of the interests of others.
as ghost writer.
Winston Churchill had a large research team for
the production of his 5 volume history of the
second world war. Were these and his “Literary
Secretary”, the actual writers of this history?

He took the children for a car ride and went to
Chartwell. The children saw over the house and
played in the garden. Just before they arrived
home he told the children he was going to buy
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Chartwell. We know what happened next. The make war against his loyal subjects and the
children ran into the house and told mother. She politicians project failed.
was outvoted.
Zela Charleton was a cousin of my friend Phyllis
His wilderness years in the 1930’s, when he was Raffin. She was in the same class as Mary
out of office leaves a mystery - who paid his Soames (to be). The two were friends - Mary
mortgage and large staff??
often too Zela to a flat in Morpeth Mansions.
Morpeth is a district in Liverpool and means
The Curragh Mutiny by Ferguson is interesting. murder path. Zela reported that the adults in the
In March 1914, the Cabinet (including Winston flat were always swearing at each other.
Churchill) decided to fight the Ulster Protestants.
They summoned the Commanding Officer of our Recently there was a programme on TV about
army in Ireland to London and told him. He Churchill being a gambler. He would have the
fielded this well; “I will have to ask my officers top floor of the hotel and take 20 suitcases with
he said. The Infantry Officers agreed “Orders is him to Monte Carlo.
Orders”. The Cavalry stated the King cannot

The End

Letters and Views
is institutionalised. What followed was that very
few subsequent prosecutions showed how this
cover up works at a national level, and people
such as Chief Constable Mike Veale were
hounded out of office.

Letter To A Police Constable

In my lifetime I have seen how this machinery,
which covers up crime committed by senior
personalities in the establishment, has been set
up at the lowest level so that people who work
for local authorities can escape justice by the use
of this cover up machinery. Your disclosure of
the existence of the Civilian Evidential Review
Officers shows how this control is exerted in the
Gloucestershire police.

Sir____, Below is a copy of letter to a Police
Constable regarding the pressure put on police I will do as you request and search my files for
to prevent crimes of the elite being investigated. further evidence, but I fear that I am wasting my
time.
Dear Mark, My first reaction to your comment
below is disappointment because you confirm My reasoning is this: You have obtained the rank
my opinion that the state of this country and in of sergeant. Even a constable must know the
particular the state of the judicial system in this basic requirement of preparing a case. He must
identify the individual elements of an offence
country is corrupt.
and be sure that those offences that he wishes to
You have disclosed another example of how put forward for prosecution has complied with
there is present in our society people who block each one of those elements.
prosecutions of those who represent the
You must have examined the elements of the
establishment.
offence of Ryno van der Hoven committing
The most serious cover up occurs at the highest perjury. You already have the evidence that
level as described by a senior police officer in Ryno van der Hoven knew personally that the
the Metropolitan Police who stated on oath application for a warrant was wrong because he
before the Parliament Home Affairs Select verbally admitted to myself and Adam that
Committee that paedophilia in the establishment because the cabin had been occupied for over
( Page 23 )
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4years without any objection that it placed this
change of use beyond any influence of the
planning laws. I fully accept that a jury might
consider that I and Adam were lying when we
repeat what van der Hoven said but our evidence
is supported by the documentary evidence of the
previous planning officer which was included
and ATTACHED to the warrant when it was
executed.
I must consider what further action I can take if
these hidden Civilian Evidential Review Officers
cover up van der Hoven's crimes.
I will consider seeking any reasons that this
hidden department gives to cover up this crime
by using subject access law. I suspect that I will
be 'hitting my head' against a brick wall, but
perhaps I may get somewhere by making it
personal to you.
You are part of the same society as I. What
affects our society affects you as well. There is
a huge amount of evidence that the police have
become an army of the state who abuse our laws
to silence individuals who try to obtain justice
or try to expose establishment crimes.

You, in this case, are in a similar position as that
in which I was placed when I was a constable.
You have to decide whether to serve the
establishment or serve the interests of justice,
which in this case, demands that people who lie
on oath should be accountable for their crimes.
To assist you in coming to a decision as to whose
side you are on, I ask you to give me detail of
where the quality of the evidence, that I have
already given you, does not meet the standards
that the CPS demands.
Adding to my reasoning for thinking that there
is a cover up in this case to protect van der Hoven
is the fact that you have not commented on any
comments that van der Hoven has given to
justify the seeking of a warrant. From this I
conclude that he has not been interviewed or
arrested. I compare this to the situation I see with
other people who are arrested and interviewed
on the merest suspicion of an offence. This
indicates to me that there is no intention by the
police to investigate this crime correctly. I doubt
if it has been given a crime complaint
number. You also know that there has been no
prosecution of me by the alleged change of use
which was the reason van der Hoven gave in his
sworn evidence to the court when seeking the
warrant.
To further assist you to come to your decision
as to future action, please know that this abuse
of our planning laws is endemic as I will describe
here.

Against this there are some individual officers
who know that this state of affairs leads to
tyranny and take surreptitious action by leaking
to activists details of this corruption, but most
constables are so mind programmed that they
enforce unlawful covid laws, which is just one
example of many such abuses. If the 'offenders'
challenge a fixed penalty or charge, the CPS drop
the case because they accept that the so-called
laws are against our real law and stated cases.
When I was a constable, I was often in conflict
with senior officers because I worked for the law
not the short-sighted aims of the senior officers
whose main concern was to curry favour with
the establishment in order to enhance their
careers.

One previous FODDC planning officer who had
failed in his attempt to stop some individual
changing his property, photographed a car on the
man's property as evidence for a change of use.
Unfortunately, for the planning officer, he failed
to cover up the number plate on the car which
proved that the car belonged to him. I don't
believe that he was prosecuted.
On a much larger scale, ALL planning
applications MUST go before the full council
according to statute. This is good law because it
stops a small group of council individuals being
approached with bribes or blackmail by
companies who seek to obtain planning
permission for huge projects where they will
generate a huge monetary gain.
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I tried to get the illegal procedure where a
planning committee makes such decisions that
the full council should make by making a
complaint of the crime to Gloucestershire
Constabulary of the section 151 officer who has
a statutory duty to ensure that the council acts
within the law. Your then chief constable
authorised the reply to my complaint with the
phrase, "We do not think it appropriate to
prosecute in this case".
So you, Mark, are in the same position as I was
when I was a constable. You have to decide," Do
I follow the law of this country or do I do as these
unelected officials require and cover up this
minor crime in order to advance or help the
establishment?"
I am just a little man of no consequence except
that I do know that there are times in my life
when I have to decide to do what is right even
though this may be of some detriment to myself.
You are in that position. Do you do as Heri de
Bracton declared in the 1500’s and do your duty
as a constable and record and investigate crime
because to interfere with the process would be
to usurp the power of the courts, or do you follow
your now corrupt senior officers and protect such
as Ryno van der Hoven. It's your choice.
So let us continue with this 'game'! It is a game
at this level, but it is the same game which occurs
at a much higher level with terrible harm being
caused to many innocent children. Do you really
want to side with these corrupt people? These
civilians, who you accept have the power to
come between your role and duties as a constable
and the courts who should decide on the outcome
of the crime that you are investigating.
So, to continue with the game, would you please
provide me with details of how the evidence that
I have presented to you already falls below the
required 51% of the chance of a successful
prosecution of Ryno van der Hoven.
I must circulate what I have written to protect
myself from harm being caused to me by the
criminal establishment. There is much evidence
that people such as I are silenced. If this seems
strange to you , you might follow the history of
the ex Chief Constable of Wiltshire. This is the
establishment that you seek to appear at present
to support. Yours truly, John T, Gloucester
-shire, UK.

_____________________________

Obituary For The “Greatest Briton”
Sir___Your readers might be interested in this
item, on Churchill by Mike Walsh, which I came
across recently:–
Obituary
Winston Churchill was far from being as popular
as palace historians make him out to be. The
half-American dilettante’s image is repeatedly
laundered by mainstream media.
The brainwashing worked well: in a list of 100
Great Britons, the notorious warmonger was
voted No. 1.
This is not so much a triumph for Churchill as it
is for Naked Propaganda. The most erudite
historians will spin their findings a little.
However, the most sycophantic admirer of
Churchill cannot deny irrefutable facts. Winston
Churchill, a known drug abuser, was far from
being British in a genetic sense.
A legendary paedophile the dilettante frequented
gangster organised gay orgies at which every
conceivable ~ and inconceivable ~ debauchery,
with adults and children, took place. Britain’s
greatest Briton was a regular visitor to
Marrakesh; ostensibly so that he may paint
pictures in solitude. Yet, during the war in which
Winston Spencer Churchill frequently visited the
Moroccan city he painted only one painting.
No Nobel Prize for Productivity then, but it is
thought likely he was distracted by easier access
to pre-pubescent boys.
The media-made greatest Briton was often guest
at private gay orgies organised at the Cote
d’Azur villa owned by the novelist Somerset
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Maugham. At such events anything other than afterlife Nemesis. There, he might find himself
nakedness was taboo; everything else was on the not so fortunate.
table ~ including naked youths.
Ironically, in the years following the war
It can be presumed that alcohol wasn’t the only skepticism about Churchill was far more
lubricant the wartime leader had an interest in. widespread than it is today. On hearing of the
One is tempted to ask if shares in Vaseline autocrat’s death an insurance company
rocketed on Winston Churchill being parachuted promoting its Winston Churchill Savings
into 10 Downing Street.
Account issued a tongue-in-cheek offer to lure
clients.
“Your Winston Churchill will run smoothly and
effectively with the proper lubrication and when
kept in the night conditions. Your Winston
Churchill can be kept properly lubricated by
feeding it alcohol. While it will eat most food it
encounters, its real fuel is high quality alcohol,
and a good amount of it. It prefers gin (usually
in gin and tonics or Martinis), but it will also
drink rum, vodka, whisky, and the blood of its
slain enemies (served preferably in the bleached
skull of said enemy) and champagne.”

A notorious drunkard, Churchill once remarked
that the only other political leader who could
hold his own with him was Soviet ex-banker
robber dictator Josef Stalin. The dwarfish Soviet
despot once threatened to shoot anyone who
could out drink him.
Many of the Britain’s blood-tainted plutocrat’s
wisecracks are in fact recycled music hall quips.
His own wit fell short of music hall standards.
On hearing that the German armed forces in May
1945 had surrendered, he exclaimed: “Wait! We
won: Really? How the hell did I pull that off?”
However, Churchill was self-effacing on his
addiction to alcohol. By way of explanation he
retorted: “I’ve found that being both too
American for tea and too British for Cola I am
left to rely upon alcohol and alcohol alone for
refreshment. At least, that’s my excuse.” Alcohol
was also his stated reason for winning the war:
“Looking back now I was drunk on power. And
alcohol.”

“It should be kept away from Billy Whizz*. If
quality alcohol is provided, your Winston
Churchill can properly maintain its own level of
lubrication, and there is no need for you to
measure out alcohol for it. Simply refill any
empty glasses or replace any empty bottles in its
cage.”
“The proper conditions in which to keep your
Winston Churchill is best described as
‘adversity’. However, most general adversity
won’t yield optimum results. The best adversity
for your Winston Churchill is wartime.
However, if here is no war for your Winston
Churchill to be in, you have two options:
Make a war to keep your Winston Churchill
occupied. Send it to English boarding school,
where it will have to face adversity to avoid
being beaten and sodomized by his schoolmates.”

Ironically, the only time Churchill was elected
was in 1951 after alcohol had taken its dreadful
toll. Despite anti-Soviet rhetoric aimed at
fuelling America’s arms corporations, the
Churchill instinctively knew that he would pederast remarked that he wanted one last
forever stand tall in the public eye after his drinking party with Josef Stalin.
giving unstinting service to what is known as
‘the hidden hand’. In control of the media and When in 1953 Stalin was found dead on his
publishing houses Churchill could be sure that bedroom floor Churchill was in despair. In the
clandestine forces would continue the laundering wartime leader’s room was a large framed
of his image long after he was to meet his photograph of the major leaders of World War
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Two. Churchill, under his whisky breath
muttered, “He (Stalin) was the last of the few.”
Churchill would then sit in his chair and stare
morosely at the ceiling.

Comyns Beaumont seems to think this War was
about the strategic route from Ireland across the
Irish sea to Falkirk, via the Clyde - Forth
waterway which existed at that time, and then
on across the Hellespont (North Sea) to Southern
The 91-year old Winston Spencer Churchill Scandinavia.
finally threw off his mortal coil in 1965. It was
said that his last wish was to be buried in alcohol This sheltered route saved navigating the
like the great naval hero, Horatio Nelson. hazardous long Northern route and having to
Refused on grounds of taste and expense it was avoid the dangerous Bell Rock and the strong
said to be unnecessary as Churchill was already tidal races between Stroma and John O'Groats.
99% alcohol and only 1% human.
The attack came from the East and the defenders
* Billy Whizz was a children’s comic character. at the rock were partially successful in driving
He was so named as he constantly got into them off, but failed to recover their eastern port
mischief but always outran those he had cheated near Falkirk.
or hurt.
Moving forward in time it was notable for being
Yours Truly, KH, West Midlands, UK.
the stronghold of King Rhydderch who
____________________________
succumbed after a long seige to Ivar the Boneless
(ap Ragnar Lothbrook) who tore him to pieces.
The kingdom continued under the rule of
Dunbarton Rock
The Ancient Capital of the Kingdom Rhydderch's son for some time after.

of Strathclyde .. 'Alcluit'

The Viking Ivar must have also wanted the
ancient canal route to Scandinavia as he seems
to have been disinterested in populating the rich
farming lands to the south. Yours Truly,
Andrew Wilson.
____________________________

Destruction of Ancient Sites

Sir____The Brythonic Kings of Brittany had
estates in Strathclyde during Arthur Pendragon's
time.
The medieval Scalacronica of Sir Thomas Grey
recorded the legend that says that "Arthur left
Hoël of Brittany his nephew sick at Alcluit in
Scotland." Hoël made a full recovery, but was
besieged in the castle by the Scots and Picts. Sir___, Can you believe some time between
Dunbarton Rock thus features in Arthurian 1937 and now - - The Grand Druid Elliptical
legend.
Colonade at Cwm Mawr, Evionedd and every
trace of its existance has been totally destroyed.
Moving some 2,000 or so years backwards in According to a lad on Megalithic site: "My great
time, beyond the 1st Trojan war when Herakles great grandfather destroyed this circle. He had
sacked Troy 2 in Cambridge circ 1300 BC, there to pay land tax on the site. The law stated that
was a double comet which ended a huge war the landowner or landholder had the
going on in the North circ 1400 BC.
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responsibility of clearing the land of boulders etc the church of Bangor. I am searching the Welsh
and make the land arable."
library as we speak. According to this current
manuscript I am reading (Journal of the Welsh
Really upsets me this does. I intend to replace Bibliographical Society 1937) it is inlaid with
all these 'removed' sites of special interest on the gold on the outside cover! Yours truly, Zoe
new map I am creating of Wales.
Spencer.
So I simply must see this book!

The End of Letters and Views

'The Druid Monuments of Snowdon with plans
and drawings by Rev. Farrington Chancellor of

Acute Electrical Illness (Part 1)
Arthur Firstenberg
six years after a few Dutch pioneers taught their
eager pupils how to store a small quantity of
electric fluid in a glass jar, the Belgian Zénobe
Gramme gave to the descendants of those
pioneers the knowledge, so to speak, of how to
remove that jar’s lid.
His invention of the modern dynamo made
possible the generation of virtually unlimited
quantities of electricity. By 1875, dazzling
carbon arc lamps were lighting outdoor public
spaces in Paris and Berlin. By 1883, wires
carrying two thousand volts were trailing across
residential rooftops in the West End of London.
Meanwhile, Thomas Edison had invented a

The Blizzard of 1888, New York City smaller and gentler lamp, the modern incandesCourtesy of the Museum of the City cent, that was more suitable for bedrooms and
kitchens, and in 1881 on Pearl Street in New
of New York

O

York City he built the first of hundreds of
central stations supplying direct current (DC)
electric power to outlying customers. Thick
wires from these stations soon joined their
thinner comrades, strung between high branches
of the spreading electric groves shading streets
in cities across America.

As though living in a desert that was waiting to
be planted and watered, millions of people heard
and heeded the call. For although in 1879 only
250 people owned telephones in all of New York
City, just ten years later, from that same soil,
fertilized by an idea, dense forests of telephone
poles were sprouting eighty and ninety feet tall,
bearing up to thirty cross-branches each. Each
tree in these electric groves supported up to three
hundred wires, obscuring the sun and darkening
the avenues below.

And then another species of invention was
planted alongside: alternating current (AC).
Although many, including Edison, wanted to
eradicate the invader, to pull it out by the roots
as being too dangerous, their warnings were to
no avail. By 1885, the Hungarian trio of Károly
Zipernowsky, Otis Bláthy, and Max Déri had
designed a complete AC generation and distribution system and began installing these in
Europe.

N MARCH 10 3, 1876, seven famous
words sent an even greater avalanche
of wires cascading down over an already tangled world: “Mr. Watson, come here, I
want you.”

In the United States, George Westinghouse
The electric light industry was conceived at
adopted the AC system in the spring of 1887
roughly the same time. One hundred and twenty( Page 28 )
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and the “battle of the currents” escalated, Westinghouse vying with Edison for the future of our
world. In one of the last salvos of that brief war,
on page 16 of its January 12, 1889 issue, Scientific American published the following challenge:
The direct and alternating current advocates are
engaged in active attack upon each other on the
basis of the relative harmfulness of the two
systems.

of this industry that by the end of 1889, roughly
a thousand miles of track had been electrified
in the United States alone. In another year that
number again tripled.

One engineer has suggested a species of electric
duel to settle the matter. He proposes that he
shall receive the direct current while his opponent shall receive the alternating current.
Both are to receive it at the same voltage, and it
is to be gradually increased until one succumbs,
and voluntarily relinquishes the contest.
The State of New York settled the matter by
adopting the electric chair as its new means of
executing murderers. Yet, although alternating
current was the more dangerous, it won the duel
which was even then playing out not between
individual combatants, but between commercial
interests. Long-distance suppliers of electricity
had to find economical ways to deliver ten
thousand times more power through the average
wire than had previously been necessary. Using
the technology available at that time, direct
current systems could not compete.
From these beginnings electrical technology,
having been carefully sowed, fertilized, watered,
and nurtured, shot skyward and outward toward
and beyond every horizon. It was Nikola Tesla’s
invention of the polyphase AC motor, patented
in 1888, enabling industries to use alternating
current not just for lighting but for power, that
provided the last necessary ingredient.
In 1889, quite suddenly, the world was being
electrified on a scale that could scarcely have
been conceived when Dr. George Beard first
described a disease called neurasthenia. The
telegraph had “annihilated space and time,”
many had said at the time. But twenty years later
the electric motor made the telegraph look like
a child’s toy, and the electric locomotive was
poised to explode onto the countryside.
In early 1888, just thirteen electric railways had
operated in the United States on a total of
forty-eight miles of track, and a similar number
in all of Europe. So spectacular was the growth

Calvert and German Streets, Baltimore, Maryland, Circa 1889. From
E. B. Meyer, Underground Transmission and Distribution,
Mcgraw-hill, NY, 1916.
Eighteen eighty-nine is the year manmade
electrical disturbances of the earth’s atmosphere
took on a global, rather than local, character. In
that year the Edison General Electric Company
was incorporated, and the Westinghouse Electric Company was reorganized as the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. In
that year Westinghouse acquired Tesla’s alternating current patents and put them to use in its
generating stations, which grew to 150 in
number in 1889, and to 301 in 1890.
In the United Kingdom, amendment of the
Electric Lighting Act in 1888 eased regulations
on the electric power industry and made central
power station development commercially feasible for the first time. And in 1889, the Society
of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians
changed its name to the now more appropriate
Institution of Electrical Engineers. In 1889,
sixty-one producers in ten countries were man-
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ufacturing incandescent lamps, and American
and European companies were installing plants
in Central and South America.
In that year Scientific American reported that
“so far as we know, every city in the United
States is provided with arc and incandescent
illumination, and the introduction of electric
lighting is rapidly extending to the smaller
towns.”1 Also in that year, Charles Dana,
writing in the Medical Record, reported on a
new class of injuries, previously produced only
by lightning. They were due, he said, to “the
extraordinary increase now going on in the
practical application of electricity, nearly
$100,000,000 being already invested in lights
and power alone.” In 1889, most historians
agree, the modern electrical era opened.
And in 1889, as if the heavens had suddenly
opened as well, doctors in the Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia were overwhelmed by a flood of critically ill patients
suffering from a strange disease that seemed to
have come like a thunderbolt from nowhere, a
disease that many of these doctors had never
seen before. That disease was influenza, and
that pandemic lasted four continuous years and
killed at least one million people.

Since ancient times, influenza had been known
as a capricious, unpredictable disease, a wild
animal that came from nowhere, terrorized
whole populations at once without warning and
without a schedule, and disappeared as suddenly
and mysteriously as it had arrived, not to be seen
again for years or decades. It behaved unlike
any other illness, was thought not to be contagious, and received its name because its comings and goings were said to be governed by the
“influence” of the stars.

Influenza Is an Electrical Disease
Suddenly and inexplicably, influenza, whose
descriptions had remained consistent for thousands of years, changed its character in 1889.
Flu had last seized most of England in November 1847, over half a century earlier. The last
flu epidemic in the United States had raged in
the winter of 1874-1875.

Influenza deaths per million in
England and Wales, 1850-1940
To be Continued

The Banker, The Model and The Jewish Spy
Role Model on Trial (Part 4)
From Our Hastings Correspondent
Left: Sir Stewart Menzies, wartime MI6 chief whose officers in Stockholm
had top secret meetings with Robi Mendelssohn during 1943 and 1944

H

ENCE CORDEAUX felt it necessary to inform Cadogan (through
his intelligence liaison officer Peter Loxley) about the
Mendelssohn case:

"With reference to Sir Alexander Cadogan's personal and secret letter to
my Chief of 18th June, and his letter C/3646 in reply, one of the members
on the staff of our late representative in Helsinki, now working in
( Page 30 )
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Stockholm, has contacted Robert Mendelsohn
[sic], a member of the German Mendelsohn
Banking Firm who has been visiting Stockholm
on official German foreign exchange business.

Himmler and Hitler were working together all
along to pursue these peace feelers: this remains
one of the unsolved mysteries of the Second
World War, and is likely to be explained more
fully later this year when David Irving published
"This is a most interesting and valuable contact his long-awaited biography of Himmler.
which we have directed, the officer concerned
to follow up. Our officer handling this contact
is an experienced, able and very discreet man,
and the contact will in any case be supervised by
our late Helsinki representative whom you know
but, as Mendelsohn is a man of some importance,
I thought it best to inform you in accordance with
the above-quoted letters."
After this initial contact with MI6, Mendelssohn
made two further visits to Stockholm during the
second half of 1943, and one in 1944, on each
occasion meeting with MI6 and with an unnamed
American diplomat (probably OSS officer
Francis Cunningham). He appears to have been
partly acting as an intermediary on behalf of
German military intelligence officer Georg
Hansen, right-hand man to Abwehr chief and
arch-plotter Admiral Wilhelm Canaris.
In 1944 Hansen became deputy chief of the SS
intelligence organisation RSHA, where he
continued
working
with
anti-Hitler
conspirators who attempted to assassinate the
Führer in the failed Stauffenberg bomb plot of
20th July 1944. Hansen was arrested on 22nd
July, convicted, and hanged on 8th September
1944.
Another influential associate of Mendelssohn’s
was the lawyer Carl Langbehn, regarded by
historians as in some sense an associate of
Heinrich Himmler. Langbehn had preceded
Mendelssohn to Stockholm six months earlier to
meet with Bruce Hopper (a Harvard political
science professor working for OSS), then
travelled to Switzerland in September 1943. In
Berne – just a few weeks after Mendelssohn’s
first Stockholm mission – Langbehn discussed
peace proposals with future CIA chief Allen
Dulles and his fellow OSS officer Gero von
Gaevernitz, an economist of German-Jewish
origin.

Carl Langbehn on Trial for Treason
in 1944
Allegedly, unfortunately for Langbehn, an Allied
telegram identifying him in relation to the trip to
Switzerland was intercepted by the Gestapo:
whether or not Himmler had earlier approved of
the mission, he now had to dissociate himself.
Langbehn was arrested and executed in October
1944.
The grim fates of Hansen and Langbehn have
long been known to historians, though there
remains a good deal of mystery about the
Langbehn-Himmler story. But until today
nothing has been written about Robi
Mendelssohn, who survived all of these treason
arrests and trials entirely unscathed.

What is especially interesting is that at the end
of October 1946 Mendelssohn arrived in London
and told a version of the Hansen and Langbehn
stories to MI5. Mendelssohn already knew, for
example, that Langbehn's arrest was due to the
interception of an Allied telegram. The halfIt’s not clear just how much Himmler knew Jewish banker clearly still had high-level Berlin
about these peace feelers, and to what extent he contacts, at least until mid-1944.
would have been prepared to act against Hitler
if necessary to secure a separate peace with the Most likely, after the failure of the July bomb
Western Allies – or indeed to what extent plot, Mendelssohn decided to retire to his
( Page 31 )
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country home and keep out of politics. As a
result he was never troubled personally by the
Gestapo, even though his wife (who had her own
range of contacts in Berlin artistic circles) was
briefly detained during investigations of the July
bomb plot conspiracy.

Edward Reid, a member of the Baring banking
family who was MI5’s main expert on City
matters] about this, who agreed with his views
and put him into touch with Playfair, the
financial expert in the office of the Control
Commission in London. [This was the future Sir
Edward Playfair, a Treasury civil servant who
later became head of the Ministry of Defence.]
He told Playfair about his proposals and
mentioned the kind of people he had in mind:
one was a man called Abs, who was in the
Reichsbank.

In 1943 he had paid the SS to secure his mother’s
emigration to Sweden: she returned to Germany
in 1946 and died in 1957 aged 90. The only
casualty of the National Socialist era in
Mendelssohn’s immediate family was an aunt
who committed suicide in 1942, when she heard
that she faced arrest.
“Playfair took the view that it would be
impossible to use a man who had served
throughout the war in an institution which had
been supporting the Nazi regime. Robi said that
if this attitude was maintained, it would be really
impossible to do anything. It was clearly no
good digging out some old financier who had
been out of the swim for the last fifteen years.
He suggested that I should see Playfair and try
and get some sense into him.”

Above: MI5 deputy director-general Guy
Liddell with pages from his diaries: these
combined with Foreign Office documents
provide the trail of evidence that identifies Robi
Mendelssohn as a British agent.
An October 1946 entry in the diary of Guy
Liddell, deputy director-general of MI5, reveals
that it was Robi Mendelssohn who pushed for
Abs to be given a key postwar role in the German
economy. Robi, wrote Liddell, “has certain
constructive proposals to make. He thinks it is
hopeless to expect agreement with the Russians
to run the whole of Germany as an economic
unit.
The only thing to do is to accept the 'iron curtain'
and try and put the West on to a sound economic
footing – to do this it is necessary to consult with
experts in all the various fields, i.e. banking,
industry, agriculture, etc..
“Robi could interrogate suitable people and they
could, if necessary, be got over here. He thinks
that if this is not done, and advantage is not taken
of the swing to the Right in the recent elections,
Germany will gradually sink into communism
and starvation. He talked to Ned Reid [Sir

Sir Victor Mallet (above left), Britain's
wartime envoy to Sweden, celebrating VE
Day with Swedish Foreign Minister
Christian Günther. MI6 officers based at
Mallet's Legation in Stockholm had secretly
met their informant Robi Mendelssohn
during 1943 and 1944.
It seems that at Mendelssohn’s instigation, the
British (and more reluctantly the Americans) did
indeed ‘come to their senses’. The Americans
(in a hangover from the Morgenthau Plan) had
wanted the separate German regions (Länder) to
have separate currencies: indeed until July 1947
the US occupation policy was governed by a
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Joint Chiefs of Staff directive that forbade their
authorities “to take any steps to strengthen [the]
German financial structure”
.
In contrast Abs (with British backing)
successfully proposed that there should be a
common German currency – the Deutsche Mark,
introduced in the three western zones of
Germany (British, American and French) on
20th June 1948. Soviet opposition to this new
currency led to the Berlin Blockade from June
1948 to May 1949, which had to be countered
by an airlift of supplies after the Western allies
insisted the new currency should be used in West
Berlin.

that they and their nation were ‘guilty’ of
whatever their enemies wanted to allege. They
would act as the military frontline of the Cold
War, and to some extent finance it, while giving
up any notion of an independent German foreign
and defence policy. And they would hand over
huge amounts of money, goods and technology
to the new state of Israel.
In return Germany’s enemies agreed that a line
would be drawn after the first phase of
Nuremberg trials. There would be no endless
witch-hunt against those who had held political
or economic influence during the Third Reich,
and Morgenthau-style plans for the complete
crushing of the German nation would be shelved.
While the German Reich would still be fractured
into East and West, and remains fractured to this
day even after the so-called ‘reunification’ thirty
years ago, a substantial part of Germany would
be allowed to become something resembling a
‘normal’ country.

The introduction of the Deutsche Mark was one
of the ways in which Hermann Abs shaped the
postwar world, along the lines suggested by Robi
Mendelssohn to British intelligence: what could
be termed an anti-Morgenthau Plan. Instead of
permanently weakening the German economy,
the Western allies should take steps to build up
the Federal Republic.
No constitution, no real sovereignty, no
independent diplomatic or military role – but for
Hermann Abs’s other major contribution to this pragmatists such as Hermann Abs and Konrad
plan was his successful renegotiation of German Adenauer, the Federal Republic was at least
debts (including both pre-war debts and some semblance of ‘normality’, a far cry from
reparations for the First and Second World the utter devastation promised in various ways
Wars): the London Debt Agreement (Londoner by the plans of Henry Morgenthau, Earnest
Schuldenabkommen) was signed in February Hooton and Theodore Kaufman.
1953, with Abs leading the German side. Not
coincidentally, at almost exactly the same time
the West German Bundestag ratified an
agreement for long-term German payments to
the new Israeli state.
Within Germany, Abs became the leading
official in the Credit Institute for Reconstruction
(Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau), established in
1948 to distribute 20 billion marks in ‘Marshall
Aid’ for German reconstruction, though it was
not until November 1949 that he was permitted
to travel to the USA for the first time since the
war.
Abs then became the key man in protracted
negotiations during the 1950’s for the return of
German assets frozen in the USA. In a separate
chapter, I shall analyse this process and some of
the individuals and interests involved. In
summary, it appears that a tacit agreement was
reached in the late 1940’s – an agreement that
held until roughly 1990. German political and
business leaders would agree (in general terms)

Robi Mendelssohn's Grave in Berlin
What Abs didn’t realise when achieving this
partial post-war settlement was that by 1990 the
deal would have expired. With the end of the
Cold War and the slow passing of the wartime
generations, Germany’s enemies (in fact
Europe’s enemies) chose to restart the witchhunts. Instead of a general acknowledgment of
German ‘guilt’, followed by a drawing of the
line and ‘moving on’, there began a worldwide
obsession with the ultimate crime – the
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‘Holocaust’ – and a search for surviving ‘Treuhand’ organisation that was in charge of
individuals to place again in the literal dock of integrating the economy of communist East
war crimes trials or the metaphorical dock of Germany into the Western system.
history.
Rohwedder was killed by a sniper at his home
And acknowledgment of this ultimate crime was on 1st April 1991. He had uncovered corruption
no longer a step towards rebuilding Germany on a vast scale within the East German apparatus,
and Europe (as Abs and Adenauer had intended), and many analysts allege that the Rohwedder
but a justification for flooding the White world and Herrhausen assassinations were carried out
with immigrants from every other race on Earth. by ‘deep state’ elements in the Federal Republic
We can be sure that Abs and Adenauer had not who had benefited from corrupt East-West deals.
foreseen this deluge: had others?
During 2020 these allegations were supported
British documents unreported until today show by the four-part documentary series A Perfect
that Robi Mendelssohn – the very man who had Crime, broadcast on Netflix. The killing of Abs’s
been a partner in the largest Jewish family bank protégé Herrhausen was pivotal to the plot of a
supposedly seized by Hermann Abs on behalf of fictional drama broadcast worldwide in
Deutsche Bank – was the man who persuaded 2020, Deutschland 89.
the British to rescue this ‘nazi banker’ and
secured his position postwar.
Time and again, historians have picked over the
bones of the Abs story; but each time they have
ignored Robi Mendelssohn. Moreover the same
historians who are usually so keen to discover
stories of wartime spies and Jewish heroism have
completely ignored the fact that a half-Jewish
banker – part of Germany’s most famous Jewish
banking family – was an Allied spy inside the
Third Reich.
Robi Mendelssohn died in the ‘artists’ colony’
town of Worpswede, Lower Saxony, in July
1996, aged 94. A few years earlier he had
secured the return of a good deal of Mendelssohn
family capital after the fall of the Berlin Wall
and the reunification of ‘West’ and ‘East’
Germany. At exactly this time, his near
contemporary Hermann Abs was facing a chorus
of denunciation, banned from entering the USA
as a ‘nazi’ and ‘war criminal’.

The Remains of Alfred Herrhausen's Car
after His Assassination in November 1989.
Herrhausen Was Another Close Friend and
Colleague of Sir Frank Renouf, and Was the
Chosen Successor of Hermann Abs at
Deutsche Bank

Almost a quarter-century after his death there
remain only two brief and obscure British
documents referring to Mendelssohn’s contacts
with Allied intelligence. Given that he was
reporting from such a high level in the Third
Reich – and given his own antecedents – what
The successor and protégé of Hermann Abs as did Mendelssohn tell the Allies about the events
chairman of Deutsche Bank – Alfred now known as the ‘Holocaust’?
Herrhausen – was the victim of what is still one
of Europe’s most mysterious murders on 30th Given that they had such a high-level Jewish
November 1989, three weeks after the fall of the source, why are contemporaneous British
Berlin Wall. Herrhausen – who like Abs was a documents so silent about the ‘gas chambers’
close friend and colleague of Sir Frank Renouf and associated matters?
– was killed by a car bomb near his home. The
assassination was claimed to be the work of the On 27th August 1943, responding sceptically to
far-left Red Army Faction, successors to the early Polish reports about homicidal gas
Baader-Meinhof gang, and the same terrorist unit chambers, the head of Britain’s Joint Intelligence
Victor
Cavendish-Bentinck,
was later blamed for the murder of industrialist Committee,
Detlev Karsten Rohwedder, head of the succeeded in having all reference to such
( Page 34 )
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supposed execution chambers removed from the
text of an Allied declaration about German ‘war
crimes’, insisting:

being locked up for months and years at a time
for ‘holocaust denial’, surely the time for secrecy
is long gone.

“I feel certain that we are making a mistake
in publicly giving credence to this gas
chambers story.”

During the Cold War there might have been good
reasons why the Western Allies never revealed
the story of their German-Jewish spy Robi
Mendelssohn – especially as this related to
sensitive histories of German peace proposals
and the role of Swedish diplomat Raoul
Wallenberg, who like Robi Mendelssohn had
mysterious ties to British and American
intelligence, before disappearing in January 1945
– a case that has never been solved.

This was more than a month after MI6 had made
contact with Robi Mendelssohn in Stockholm
and received his first report from the heart of the
Third Reich. Mendelssohn’s recruitment was
handled at the highest level of London’s
intelligence bureaucracy and would certainly
have come to Cavendish-Bentinck’s notice by
the time of his ‘gas chamber’ scepticism. Did
Mendelssohn ever provide any intelligence to
change his mind, or anything at all about what
we now call ‘the Holocaust’?
In October 2020, the Mendelssohn story formed
part of a dossier about Hermann Abs, including
other contradictory statements and actions from
influential Jews – a dossier that would have
formed part of the defence case for Lady Michèle
Renouf, former wife of Abs’s old friend Sir
Frank Renouf, had Dresden prosecutors gone
ahead with their long-planned case against her
for ‘Holocaust denial’.
Now the Mendelssohn story is part of a
forthcoming book by Peter Rushton, research
consultant to the Renouf defence team.
With writers, lawyers, filmmakers, and many
others – including Germans in their 80s and 90s
such as Horst Mahler and Ursula Haverbeck –

British and German authorities are now under an
obligation to be fully candid about their archives
on Robi Mendelssohn and German Jewry:
official half-truths and evasions are unacceptable
while historical sceptics are locked up for asking
awkward questions.

Lady Michèle Renouf (above right) and her
attorney Wolfram Nahrath celebrate victory over
Dresden prosecutors in October 2020
The End OS23175

China ( Part 2 )
NASDAQ, Wal-Mart & Downsizing America
Richard Hoskins
Bible Prophecy On China

P

ERHAPS THIS IS THE ANSWER.
The WORD speaks of down-sizing
Christian-Israel and building up China.
The words are contained in the Lamsa Bible
translation of Ezekiel 38 & 39:[1]
"Son of man, set your face against China, and
against the land of Mongolia, the chief prince
of Mesheck and Tubal, and prophesy against
him and say, Thus say the Lord God:
( Page 35 )

Behold I am against you, O China,
the chief prince of Mesheck and
Tubal: I will gather your people
together and put a bridle in your
jaws and I will bring you forth out
of your country, both you and all
your army —-Persians, Ethiopians, and Lybians with them–- Gomar and all her army, the house of
Togarmah, and the uttermost parts
of the north with all their hosts,
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and many other people who are
with you.

"If we sin wilfully after that we have received
the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth
no more sacrifice for sins." Heb 10:26

"Son of man–- say to China, Thus says the Lord
God: On that day when my people Israel shall That’s all we need to know about them. What
dwell in tranquillity, ... you shall come up about us? It it not written:
against my people Israel, like a cloud to cover
the land; it shall be in the latter days, .—my
"When thou are in tribulation...
anger shall be consumed in my fury and zeal ...
even in the latter days, if thou turn
and ... the earth shall shake ... and the mountains
to God and shall be obedient... he
shall be thrown down and the towers shall fall
will not forsake thee... nor forget
and every wall shall tumble to the ground.
the covenant of thy fathers." Deut
4:30-31
"—–––Behold I am against you, O China, the
ruler and the chief prince of Meshech and And what will God do?
Tubal;—-I will send a fire on Mongolia, and on
the people who dwell peacefully in the Islands;
"I will send my WORD and save
and they shall know that I am the Lord. ... I will
thee and thy seed." II Adam &
give to China a place there for burial in the land
Eve 12:6
of Israel ... and there they shall bury China and
Even now, the Texas murderer and the Episcoall his army."
palian Jew are debating about the best way to
suppress sodomy. Who would have thought it?
This tells us about China.
Think what that means! A presidential election
which may turn on a biblical principal - not
The Rest Of The Story
money. A door is opening that the Serpent may
Now, what about the kings, the great merchants, not be able to close. If not this - something else!
and the priests who are responsible for not telling the people of the dangers of downsizing the There is only One who could plan it this way.
Saxon world and building a Chinese monster? For Notes See Source HERE
the same ones who crucified Jesus and who are
crucifying him today? The same ones who have
The End
been shown chapter and verse time and again by
the faithful, and have done nothing about it?

How The Rockefellers Bought Medical Education
By
Eustace Mullins
Rockefeller. It was fast and it was simple. It
took place in three steps.

The Story of
The Medical
Conspiracy
and Why
The Game is
Up!

The first was when Rockefeller and Carnegie
together financed the famous Flexner Report of
1910 written by Abraham Flexner, (18561959) hired by Rockefeller and Carnegie.

Flexner traveled all over the country and made
a very scholarly analysis of how bad the level of
medical education was in America and he was
HE FOUNDATION takeover of the right. He didn’t distort it. To my knowledge he
“American Medical Schools” followed didn’t distort (any of it). He didn’t have to.
almost immediately after Frederick There were diploma mills. There were a few
Taylor Gates (1853-1929) went to work for

T
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good schools. But, there were a lot of mediocre
schools and there were a lot of bad schools.
And people could get a medical degree just by
paying enough money
and so Flexner (left)
brought all of this
together in the Flexner
Report. It was published
by the foundation as a
public
service
and
everybody was very
much
concerned.
Something had to be
done. You see now, the
problem was crystallized
with foundation money.

W. A. Evans, one time Health Commissioner
for the City of Chicago at the Annual
Convention of the AMA, 1911. (THE
MEDICAL VOODOO - ANNIE RILEY
HALE 1935 p. 270)

The next step was to solve the problems.
Rockefeller and Carnegie then provided the
money to solve the problem. They offered
tax-free grants. Tremendous infusions of
millions and millions of dollars to those selected
medical schools that were cooperative and that
were willing to go along with the
recommendations made by Rockefeller and Now, there is an old saying that “he who pays
Carnegie.
the piper calls the tune.” And that is exactly
what happened. Gates and Flexner, and those
The ones who weren’t willing to submit whom they appointed, became Board members
themselves to the influence of the money didn’t and consultants for all of these schools.
get any, and they fell by the wayside. The ones
who did go along got this money and were able And you can be sure, ladies and gentlemen, that
to build big buildings to attract qualified if you are on the Board of Trustees of the school
teachers. They were able to get the necessary and you are struggling for money and somebody
equipment, and they became the large medical comes to you and says here is 10 million dollars
schools in America today, through Rockefeller and then they say, however, or by the way, we
and Carnegie money.
would suggest that the next time you look for a
president we suggest that you look at Mr. Smith,
Allopathy (the medical monopoly) controls
he’s a fine, reputable man.
all government 'health' departments (e.g.
Coroner, vaccine committees), the hospitals,
Universities, disease charities, media,
PUBMED
'As I see it, the wise thing for the medical
profession to do, is to get right into and man
every great health movement; man health
departments, tuberculosis societies, child
and infant welfare societies, housing
societies, etc. The future of the profession
depends on keeping matters so that when the
public mind thinks of these things it
automatically thinks of physicians, and not
of sociologists or sanitary engineers. The
profession cannot afford to have these places
occupied by other than medical men.'—Dr.

You will listen very carefully when they make
that suggestion and Mr. Smith becomes the next
president.
Mr. Smith listens very carefully when Mr. Gates,
Mr. Rockefeller, or Mr. Carnegie say, “now, Mr.
Smith, you need people on your teaching staff
with these qualifications, and we suggest that
you look at Dr. Jones, Dr. Radcliffe and so forth.
They all listen. Money has a distinct sound. It
is the ruffling of thousand dollar bills. Now there
is no corruption there. It is not necessary to set
down and say we are going to control the school.
We want you to do what we tell you, it is all just
very gentlemanly and done gently. But it’s done,
nevertheless. And so you can be sure that those
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schools that were willing to cooperate were the
ones who got the money. The record indeed
shows that this is true.
Flexner was John D. Rockefeller’s “stool
pigeon” in setting up the takeover of the entire
medical school industry by Carnegie
Foundation, which was a Rockefeller
Foundation subsidiary at that time–-When you
say “Carnegie Foundation”, you’re talking
about something that has no substance. It’s
entirely under the domination of the
Rockefellers.

became part of Welsh legend as Macsen Wledig
in the Mabinogion. In 383 Maximus took
advantage of the increasing dissent against
Roman Emperor Gratian by invading Gaul with
a large army. He attempted to preserve the
security of Britain by organising the peaceful
settlement of the Irish Deisi tribe in Dyfed, and
also organised Cunedda and the Votadini tribe
from Yr Hen Gogledd (Southern Scotland) to
deal with the aggressive Irish Ui Liatháin tribe
in North Wales.

He (Abraham Flexner) did “The Flexner
Report”, and this changed the medical schools
of the United States from homeopathic,
naturopathic medicine, to allopathic medicine
— which was a German school of medicine
which depended on the heavy use of drugs,
radical surgery, and long hospital stays. That’s
what we’ve got today, allopathic medicine.”

The End OS23188

The Roman Road Sarn
Helen is named after
Saint Elen
By Dai Parker

S

AINT ELEN is
said to have
been
the
daughter of the British
King Octavius and the
wife
of
Magnus
Maximus (Macsen),
Emperor in Britain,
Gaul and Spain. She is
said to have introduced
into Wales the Celtic
form of monasticism from Gaul. Elen's story is
told in The Dream of Macsen Wledig, one of
the tales included in the Mabinogion.
Elen is also remembered for having Macsen
build roads across the country so that the
soldiers could more easily defend it from
attackers. She is a patron of the churches of
Llanelan on the Gower and at Penisa'r-waun
near Caernarfon. Magnus Maximus was
Western Roman Emperor from 383 to 388. He

Maximus ruled the Western Roman Empire until
he was killed in 388. There is no evidence to
suggest that any Roman effort was made to
regain control of the west or north so that year
would be the effective end of the Roman era in
Wales.
The End

Steven Books
League Enterprises
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For books by identity authors
–
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria
Splinter and Richard Porter
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
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weitere
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GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James

CLICK HERE
CONTACT
pia-6@t-online.de

www.theflameuk.com
Contact
Tel: 07984 775937
E-mail HERE

Die Banker Satans
Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von
Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew

